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ABSTRACT
Municipal Tree Conservation in Southern Ontario
Stuart Filson

Advisor: Sheri Longboat

University of Guelph, 2018

Committee Member: Nicolas Brunet

Across Southern Ontario, workforces contend with local tree conservation challenges. Given the
potential for asymmetric gaps, this study explores Southern Ontario’s tree planting, protection,
and stewardship activities. For primary research, this study uses interviews and complementary
questionnaires to integrate insights from experienced individuals. Before this study, I was
surprised by the lack of literature on municipal tree conservation, especially regarding policy and
associated resource costs. Fiscal and demographic factors explain some policy discrepancies but
not all. Circumstantial indicators may not reveal differences owing to local cultural history. For a
broad examination of Southern Ontario’s municipal tree conservation, this study traces the
regional rise of humans to local trends among organized tree efforts. After an analysis of literary
materials and purposive communications, this study affirms that critical problems persist
throughout Southern Ontario’s local tree conservation. This report closes with recommendations
for place-based policy directives and future research.
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1. Research Context
1.1 Introduction
As people increasingly view the environment and the economy as complementary rather
than conflicting concerns, municipalities across Southern Ontario are using trees as pillars of
sustainability (Almas, 2017; Elliott, 1998). Trees remove harmful particulates while moderating
both ultraviolet sunrays and water systems (Almas, 2017; Fontaine, 2014; Millward & Sabir,
2011). For urban heat islands, trees decrease energy costs and help mitigate the effects of climate
change (Galarraga, Gonzalez‐ Eguino, & Markandya, 2011; Millward & Sabir, 2011). Many
municipalities recognize trees for beautification, carbon sequestration, green infrastructure,
ecosystem support, and as an emblematic solution to many unsustainable activities (Pedlar et al.,
2013). Given the increasing push for conservation, municipalities have steadily invested more
resources into urban trees (Almas & Conway, 2017; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). Although urban
trees contend with various competition pressures, municipalities plant trees in many sites and
layouts (Pontier & Millward, 2014). Unfortunately, anthropocentric pressures have led to
insufficient biodiversity, invasive species, and the proliferation of tree diseases (Elliott, 1998;
Gale et al., 2013; London, 2014; Wellington, 2016).

1.2 Problem Statement
Given the diverse factors facing Southern Ontario’s tree initiatives, municipalities can
readily confront challenges without empirically relevant guidance (Almas & Conway, 2016;
Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). The divide between municipal operations and available literature
presents a knowledge gap in which local insights may elude scientific dissemination. By
extension, municipal integration with other actors complicates the broad implementation of
informed policy (Almas & Conway, 2017; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). While urban
7

municipalities may focus upon tree specific bylaws and selective pruning, many rural
communities struggle with tree inventorying, upkeeping roadsides, and pruning any trees except
for infrastructural reasons (Groninger, Close, & Basman, 2002). The goal of this research is to
clarify recommendations for municipal tree conservation in Southern Ontario. By interviewing
community tree workers in Southern Ontario, this study supports tree planning policy through
the rigorous analysis of practical feedback (Almas & Conway, 2017). The literature review
chronologically outlines tree conservation conceptions and trends. Through analyzing literature
and interviews, I present place-based advice and future research prospects.

1.3 Theoretical Overview
1.3.1 Goal
The findings of this study’s targeted examination serve to generate place-based policy
recommendations for Southern Ontario’s municipal tree conservation.
1.3.2 Objectives
The following objectives guide this research:
1.

Examine the range of policy approaches for municipal tree planting and protection in

Southern Ontario.
2.

Delineate the strengths, challenges, and opportunities of existing municipal tree

programs, which are within or are relevant to Southern Ontario.
3.

Identify place-based practices for municipal tree programs that account for locally-

defined social, economic, and environmental concerns.
4.

Synthesize findings to generate policy recommendations that support the implementation

of place-based best practices

8

1.3.3 Research Examination
Under the guidance of my Advisor, Prof. Sheri Longboat, and Committee Member, Prof.
Nicolas Brunet, this study uses modified grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). I searched
peer-reviewed literature from 2008 onward with variants of the following key terms: Southern
Ontario’s municipal tree efforts in planting, protection, and retention (Arksey & O'Malley,
2005). I reviewed relevant articles and complementary grey literature within the scope of this
Major Research Paper until I experienced saturation based upon the diminishing returns in
information (Fontaine, 2014).
I used interviews to gather detailed, unforeseen information (Bartlett, Kotrlik, & Higgins,
2001; Deakin & Wakefield, 2014). Given my small, non-representative sample, I chose a range
of key informants based upon their operational and policy relevance (Wamsler et al., 2016).
Although I use comparative indicators and guidelines, I avoid regionally generalized best
practices because I found municipalities differed too much (Almas & Conway, 2016; Fontaine,
2014; Nelson, Knezevic, & Landman, 2013). Although each municipality faces unique factors, I
still expect spectrums of factors to typify place-based best practices (Assad, 2012; Chen, 2011). I
hypothesize that marketable priorities typically overly-simplify municipal tree initiatives (Almas
& Conway, 2017; Elliott, 1998). I also hypothesize that passively supporting tree conservation
enables oversights in municipal direction (Almas, 2017; Conway, 2016; Ordóñez & Duinker,
2013).
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Historical Overview
2.1.1 Indigenous Heritage in Canadian Conservation
Many Canadians take the time to learn about how past empires influence contemporary
life, despite no formal ties to modern countries (Johnston, 1994; MacDougall, 1999). Although
Canada’s national formation of 1867 similarly corresponds to Italy’s 1861 unification, Italy more
effectively evokes its historical legacy (Bussotti, 2016; Keen & Sugars, 2017; Lowenthal, 2018).
People must move beyond the myth of a static pre-colonial Canada (Johnston, 1994). By
extension, observers should be diligent not to minimize how Indigenous peoples influence
Southern Ontario (Johnston, 1994).
Although uncertainties persist over how Indigenous peoples moved across Beringia,
much evidence suggests that a warming climate of approximately 19,000 years ago prompted
settlement across the continent now known as North America (Hoffecker et al., 2016; Mulligan
& Szathmáry, 2017). By the 14th century, before European colonization, the population of what
is now Canada was an estimated 500,000 (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,1996). By
comparison, Canada’s current populations of Inuit, Métis, and First Nations far exceed these
historical levels (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996; Statistics Canada, 2011). For
the Americas as a whole, researchers estimate pre-Columbian numbers in the tens of millions, if
not over 100 million people (Taylor, 2002). These numbers were importantly not static either,
because populations moved across contemporary borders with changing seasons and provisions
(Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996; Taylor, 2002). For instance, Indigenous
peoples in what became British Columbia created extensive trade networks for plants (Turner &
10

Loewen, 1998). Likewise, the proto-Inuit Thule, who originated from what is now northern
Canada, came to occupy Tunulliarfik Fjord, Greenland, and bartered with the Scandinavian
Norse during the Middle Ages (Dzik, 2014). The proto-Inuit Thule ended up interacting more
with Europeans than other Indigenous communities (Dzik, 2014). Although Europeans, such as
the Norse, visited North America, these encounters importantly did not precipitate the later
European awareness and ensuing colonization of the Americas (Dzik, 2014; Estes et al., 2017).
Among the most populous of civilizations was the Haudenosaunee, which means “People
of the Longhouse” (Johansen & Mann, 2000; Jones, 2010). Haudenosaunee communities
historically lived in what is now northeastern United States and central Canada (Jones, 2010).
The Haudenosaunee formed the Iroquois League, which linked together the Cayugas, Mohawks,
Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas, and eventually, the Tuscaroras, in what became known as the Six
Nations (Jorgensen, 2018; Ransom & Ettenger, 2001). These peoples transformed their
landscape by domesticating plant species and slash-and-burn agriculture (Johansen & Mann,
2000). As part of their lasting cultural impact, the Haudenosaunee surpassed Europeans’
knowledge by conducting 25-year crop rotations using the “Three Sisters” of corn, squash, and
beans (Johansen & Mann, 2000). Although the Haudenosaunee notably influenced what became
known as Ontario several hundred years before European colonists, they restricted their impacts
to specific regions like Huronia (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). Nonetheless, Indigenous peoples
employed sophisticated means, including controlled burns, to change Ontario’s landscape in
ways extending well beyond local instances (Elliott, 1998; Lewis, 2008). Consequently, North
America’s landscape was already a result of human foresight long before European colonists
(Elliott, 1998).
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2.1.2 Canada’s Cross Oceanic Ties
Prior to Europeans becoming aware of the Americas, Europeans’ use of flora already
differed from communities on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean (Dupouey et al., 2002; Elliott,
1998; Fraser & Kenney, 2000). In the 8th century, Germany had 90% forest cover but by the 13th
century, Germany’s forest cover decreased to 17% (Kowarik, 2005). During the Middle Ages,
Mediterranean societies used small-scale agriculture to compensate for the millennia of degraded
soil (Fraser & Kenney, 2000). For Great Britain, the Middle Ages mark the rise of the AngloSaxons and later Norman society at the unclear decline of the Celts and Romano-Britons (Laker,
2008; Winkler, 1992). After these events, English peoples mostly used timber for firewood and
their navy, with forested areas serving as game hunting sites (Fraser & Kenney, 2000). However,
as a region ripe with conflict, Great Britain’s many communities strained its available resources
(Laker, 2008). Likewise, French inhabitants warred on a regular basis (Aberth, 2009). Despite
Europe’s many conflicts, its population was an estimated 80 million people in the early 14th
century, but by the mid-century, the Black Death killed half of Europe’s population (Livi-Bacci,
2017; Voigtländer & Voth, 2013). As an inadvertent by-product of this population crash,
Europe’s relative resources dramatically increased, with Europe’s per capita gross domestic
product soon far exceeding China’s respective levels (Voigtländer & Voth, 2013).
At the time of contact in the 15th century, North America appeared quite foreign to
European onlookers (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). The region of what became Southern Ontario,
now Canada’s most populated region, had 90% forest cover before decreasing to 20% by 1978
(Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). During the first couple centuries after contact, Europeans’
unfamiliarity constrained their impact upon North America (Elliott, 1998; Schmitt & Suffling,
2006). In this period, European explorers sporadically charted areas across the Americas
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(Trigger, 1991). Although this early European occupation brought changes, early European
settlements did not yet result in rampant deforestation (Elliott, 1998; Fraser & Kenney, 2000;
Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). As wealth grew back in Europe, frequent European conflicts
continued, with the Religious Wars in the late 16th century killing a fifth of France’s population
(Voigtländer & Voth, 2013).
As Europe’s urbanization increased, Mediterranean villas went from being agrarian
luxuries to romanticized escapes (Fraser & Kenney, 2000). By treating woodlands as
multifunctional settings to control, Renaissance architects designed villas into sloping
landscapes, giving an unobstructed yet private view of the outside (Fraser & Kenney, 2000; Vos
& Meekes, 1999). Centuries later, Evan Fraser and Andrew Kenney recognized this culturally
prevalent preference among Mediterranean Canadians (2000). In Fraser and Kenney’s study,
Italian Canadians also notably preferred using their private properties for growing edible gardens
(2000). Unlike Italian and Portuguese Canadians, Fraser and Kenney found that British
Canadians tended to hold positive attitudes of shade trees and admired naturalized outdoor
retreats (2000). For Great Britain, increasing infrastructural intensification corresponded with the
development of parklands, initially as extensions of agriculture like deer parks (Rotherham,
2007). Although distinct from Indigenous woodland uses, European cultures brought about their
own diversity to Canadian woodlands.
In the 17th century, approximately 5,000 French settlers permanently immigrated to
Quebec, which eventually grew to over 7 million (Livi-Bacci, 2017). As various factions in
Europe used local trees for military activities and industrious purposes, people experienced longterm environmental consequences (Dupouey et al., 2002). With the rise of the Industrial
Revolution, changes in British land rights and management made long-term forestry less
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practical (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). With iron replacing oak in ship making, the old traditions
of British forestry increasingly became reserved for prestigious landholders of mature deciduous
trees (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). To cope with Europe’s resource demands, large-scale logging
of Canada’s forests supported British and French navies while contributing to rapid resource
depletion (Elliott, 1998; Figueroa-Helland, Lindgren, & Pfaeffle, 2016). Europe’s demanding
relationship with its colonies underscored resentment among many distant settlers (Nash, 2014).
South of the border, frontier settlers organized a revolt against Great Britain and founded the
United States of America (Nash, 2014).
Since the 18th century, Chinese immigrants have been settling in Canada (Di, 2018). As
the modern country of China, with its large population, develops as a world superpower, the
Chinese influence upon Southern Ontario grows further (Lau, 2016). Despite the strong presence
of Chinese Canadians, some scholars debate how much influence minority groups have upon
mainstream Canadian activities (Chia & Costigan, 2006). Regardless, multiculturalism expands
Southern Ontario’s landscape considerations beyond traditional uses. In contrast with European
counterparts, Fraser and Kenney found that cultural Chinese Canadians tend to engage less with
privately tree planting and yard foliage (Fraser & Kenney, 2000; Rinaldi, 2015). Fraser and
Kenney reason that while Confucianism emphasizes utilitarian planning, Taoism emphasizes
experiential places of wellbeing (Fraser & Kenney, 2000; Rinaldi, 2015). Chinese design
traditions have produced ornate courtyards and water gardens (Rinaldi, 2015).
By 1784, Ontario’s European intensification brought an ensuing population surge with
larger environmental impacts (Elliott, 1998; Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). Meanwhile, new farming
activities, like cattle raising and growing maple syrup demand, transformed woodlands across
eastern North America (Elliott, 1998; McCann, 2016; Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). As North
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America’s land uses changed, its societal segregation asserted European supremacy (McDonald,
2015). Given Britain’s strong oak demands, British aristocrats planted oak trees as an economic
and symbolically loyalist response during the early 19th century (Elliott, 1998; Fraser & Kenney,
2000). In the United States, religiously inspired individuals deforested lands in favour of pastures
and agrarian settlements (Nash, 2014). Likewise, in the late 19th century, the rise of Quebec’s
nationalist movements and its Roman Catholic clergy preferred agrarian settlements in place of
woodlands (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). During this time, loggers became mythicized
heroes among European newcomers, while Indigenous inhabitants became subjected to greater
resource depletion (Apsey et al., 2000). As western land uses continued to change, so too did city
planning, with ideas like the Garden City Movement defining New York’s Central Park among
other trends (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). After centuries of deforestation, the call for
environmental conservation began gaining momentum beyond romanticized escapes (Elliott,
1998).
2.1.3 Lumber Lobbyists Promote Woodland Protection
After much clearcutting, concerned voices in Ontario and Quebec echoed the
conservationist sentiments already underway in Europe and the United States (Elliott, 1998;
Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982; Koven, 2015; Nash, 2014). Beginning in the 1870s, steam
powered machines began superseding labour and contributing to the overall rapid
industrialization of the era (Apsey et al., 2000). Authors Melody Hessing, Michael Howlett, and
Tracy Summerville stress that self-regulated extraction proliferates indulgent mishandling
(2005). As a result, governments shifted regulation away from extractors with time (Hessing,
Howlett, & Summerville, 2005). Although industrialization made deforestation easier, one of the
most notable innovations of the 19th century helped promote conservation (Mitchell, 1981). The
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invention of photography prompted new forms of expression and woodland appreciation
(Mitchell, 1981). Ironically, the same industry which profited from cutting downing trees
became the biggest advocate for woodland protection by the late 19th century (Hodgins,
Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982; Koven, 2015). However, the protection that followed amounted to
cultivating timber instead of ecosystem conservation (Elliott, 1998). Whereas other industries
wanted to replace woodlands, the logging industry needed a renewable supply of timber for longterm extraction (Dagar, 2016; Koven, 2015). With woodlands no longer plentiful, conservation
became a necessity (Apsey et al., 2000).
Following bilateral talks in the 1880s, North American authorities agreed to protect tree
stands from wasteful activities, such as forest fires (Halsey & Syphard, 2015; Hodgins,
Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). As a long-term mistake, authorities did not yet appreciate how
occasional forest fires help moderate flammable organic buildup while also supporting
ecosystem functions (Halsey & Syphard, 2015; Koven, 2015). Despite some mishaps, the
Crown’s ownership stake allowed the Ontario Government to control forestry activities in a topdown manner (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982; Koven, 2015). In 2017, territorial and
provincial governments hold 90% of Canada’s forested lands with another 4% held by various
federal authorities (Natural Resources Canada, 2017). With the electorate’s support, Ontario’s
Government ensured public revenues through forest reserves that favoured forestry stewards as
opposed to one-and-done logging (Elliott, 1998; Fraser & Kenney, 2000; Hodgins, Benidickson,
& Gillis, 1982; Koven, 2015). This was crucial because during the late 19th century, forestry was
the second largest industry after agriculture in both Ontario and Quebec (Hodgins, Benidickson,
& Gillis, 1982). Eventually, Ontario’s manufacturing sector overtook forestry and other resource
industries to become the biggest economic sector (Collier & Malloy, 2016).
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In 1883, the federal forestry commissioner, J. H. Morgan, investigated tree planting in
Canada (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). The forestry clerk for Ontario’s Department of
Agriculture, Robert W. Phipps, furthered this work by looking at reforesting settled parts of
Southern Ontario (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). In 1896, the Provincial Government
restructured its forestry involvement by appointing a Bureau of Forestry office, which, like
others, saw forest fires as a main threat (Halsey & Syphard, 2015; Hodgins, Benidickson, &
Gillis, 1982). Meanwhile, Canadian governments opened more parks and protected woodlands
(Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982; Killan, 1993; Noël, 2015). After much tourism, the
Ontario Government further expanded and regulated protected woodlands, albeit with extensive
logging and development (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982; Noël, 2015). Among the
restrictions, the Government limited cutting to mature and damaged timber (Hodgins,
Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). After a 1905 Conservative win, the new Government further
restructured protected areas and notably moved the Director of Forestry back into the
Department of Agriculture (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). The Ontario Government
further helped municipal and private tree efforts with such activities as initially funding publicly
held seed nurseries (Elliott, 1998; McGlade, 2015). Although many Ontarians called for more
conservation and denser urbanization, this did not stop urban sprawl or forest fragmentation
(Elliott, 1998). Furthermore, the development of the internal combustion engines made logging
even more efficient (Apsey et al., 2000).
Against local Indigenous protests, the authorities supported aggregate extraction and
infrastructural development in protected woodlands (Dagar, 2016; Hodgins, Benidickson, &
Gillis, 1982). During this era, forestry became a scientific discipline, albeit with minor impact
upon ongoing tree practices (Elliott, 1998; Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). By the 1920s,
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Ontario and Quebec had province wide fire prevention efforts (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis,
1982). Unfortunately, over-generalized approaches led to massive forest fires decades later
(Grant, 2007). Eventually, authorities began using controlled burns, much like Indigenous
peoples long ago (Grant, 2007; Halsey & Syphard, 2015; Lewis, 2008).
Starting in 1922, the Ontario Government launched the Agreement Forest Program as a
partnership with counties to lease forestry lands with a longer-term focus (Elliott, 1998;
Teitelbaum, & Bullock, 2012). In 1926, Conservative William Finlayson introduced the Forestry
Act of 1927, which allowed for small-scale Crown forest reserves and regulated agricultural
settlement near forest reserves (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). The Forestry Act also
created the research-based Forestry Board (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). In 1929, the
Ontario Government introduced the Provincial Forest Act, with many changes that expanded and
strengthened protected woodlands (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982). As the American
Roosevelt administration emphasized federal programs, Canada’s political quarrels hindered
cohesive tree conservation (Sandlos, 2013).
2.1.4 Changing Trends for Contemporary Woodlands
During the Great Depression, lumber revenues declined, and the Ontario Government
ended the Forestry Board (Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis, 1982; Koven, 2015). Ontario’s
policymakers, like other parts of Canada, traditionally favoured a restricted selection of
European trees (Elliott, 1998; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). Higher invasive species competition
and diminished native biodiversity made existing trees vulnerable to Dutch elm disease and
Chestnut blight (Elliott, 1998; Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). With Ontario’s topsoil degraded,
Ontario’s formerly resilient farms and woodlands became vulnerable to droughts (Elliott, 1998).
Meanwhile, Ontario’s forests became more fragmented and simplified (Elliott, 1998; Schmitt &
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Suffling, 2006). As a testament to how much Canada’s landscape changed, Don Gayton, a
grasslands researcher, described Canada’s prairies to the west as perhaps the world’s most
ecologically altered biome (McDonald, 2015). With many of Ontario’s forest stands destroyed,
its habitats became more influenced by storms, floods, and seasonal extremes (Elliott, 1998). The
successive world wars further depleted tree stands (Elliott, 1998). For this period, environmental
conservationism lingered in the background (Elliott, 1998; Hodgins, Benidickson, & Gillis,
1982; Killan, 1993).
In the mid-20th century, a series of legislation empowered municipalities to pass tree
protection bylaws, like diameter-based tree bylaws (Elliott, 1998). For added protection,
foresters began ramping up the use of woodland pesticides (Malik & Vanden Born, 1986). As
with fire prevention, the lack of pesticide testing led to problems with occasionally devastating
consequences (Malik & Vanden Born, 1986). By the 1960s, Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring
(1962) and Sherry Arnstein’s A Ladder of Citizen Participation (1969) framed a decade of
cultural transformation that greater emphasized societal responsibility (Koven, 2015). From the
1960s onward, many Ontario premiers prioritized conservation over the interests of a declining
lumber industry (Koven, 2015).
In the 1970s, the term “urban forest” arose alongside discussions about Canada's local
tree conservation (London, 2014). Urban forests include trees in settled areas but can also
include any local tree of interest (Douglas, 2016). Scientific advances also fostered more
empirically-based environmental policy (Elliott, 1998; Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). As Ontario
continued to urbanize, municipalities pursued an expanded role for tree planting and protection
(Brampton, 2011; London, 2014). Despite the newfound enthusiasm, urbanization brought about
dramatic deforestation, with Toronto’s York region losing 30-50% of its forest cover from 1975
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to 1988 (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). Before the 1990s, most of Canada’s tree policies fixated
upon cutting down publicly held trees (Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). For the last half of the 20th
century, most regional planning also ignored smaller yet important woodlands (Schmitt &
Suffling, 2006; Miller, Hauer, & Werner, 2015). To better conserve wetlands, people further
depleted uplands (Schmitt & Suffling, 2006). During the early 1990s, Toronto and Vancouver
passed bylaws, against the pushback of several communities, to limit individuals' ability to cut
down mature trees (Fraser & Kenney, 2000). After the 1993 Woodland Improvement Act,
municipalities in Southern Ontario relied more upon partnerships to sell 792 million over-thecounter seedlings and plant 11 million trees (London, 2012). In 1996, London introduced its Tree
Conservation Bylaw to prevent deforestation (2012). Since the 1990s, municipalities have
continued with various conservation tactics, such as tree nurseries, proactive pruning, treatments,
and citizen led efforts, but without a consensus (Elliott, 1998; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013).
Moreover, municipalities continue to struggle with choosing and sustaining trees in settled
communities, especially urbanized areas (Fontaine & Larson, 2016; Gale et al., 2013). The
lasting impacts of these choices still affects contemporary tree diseases and invasive species
(Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013).
As environmental concerns continue to overlap with economic issues, people have
become more critical of forestry management and certification conduct (Han, 2014). From 19512014, Yi Wang found that although Ontario's cropland has declined, it was mostly steady (2015).
Moreover, the global farmland, including agroforestry, is increasing (Wang, 2015). Even with
the Provincial Policy Statement mandating that Ontario's municipalities must outline significant
woodlands, municipalities do not always address provincial aims on time or at all (Schmitt &
Suffling, 2006). Most forest stands in Ontario are no longer primarily natural (Schmitt &
20

Suffling, 2006). Furthermore, pollutants and waste create indirect challenges (Elliott, 1998).
Municipalities struggle with promoting tree stewardship, especially for privately held trees
(Fraser & Kenney, 2000). Given landholders’ right to remove trees or seek retroactive
forgiveness, this makes long-term tree stands vulnerable to the quick actions of a few (Fraser &
Kenney, 2000). However, Stephanie Pincetl concluded from New York City and Los Angeles
that municipalities can pursue reforestation alongside urban activities (2010). Likewise,
Ontario’s forestry sector has made recent efforts toward better Indigenous inclusivity (Koven,
2015). Whereas colonial callousness defined many past forestry practices, newer practices
further emphasize climatic and environmental appropriateness (Elliott, 1998; London, 2014).
However, municipalities must still choose trees for cost, resilience, and growth (Gale et al.,
2013).

2.2 Policy Framework
2.2.1 Community Interests
Trees offer many practical uses for municipalities and landowners alike (Burlington,
2010; London, 2014). Trees mitigate pollution and improve habitats (Fraser & Kenney, 2000;
Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). Farmers use trees for windbreaks, snow fences, and intercropping
(Bambrick et al., 2010; Guo, 2011; Pedlar et al., 2013; Thiis & Ferreira, 2015). Root systems
mitigate stormwater runoff and improve soil health (Almas & Conway, 2016; Pedlar et al.,
2013). The presence of healthy trees strongly correlates with attracting tourism (Romeril, 1985).
Andrew Almas and Tenley Conway found that residents with more environmental exposure and
education greater support tree planting and protection (2017). For more urbanized areas, trees
decrease noise levels while producing food items, such as fruit, syrup, and nuts (Almas &
Conway, 2017; Millward & Sabir, 2011). Urban trees cool warm temperatures through water
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transpiration and shade (Fraser & Kenney, 2000). Neighbourhoods with more vegetation
typically have higher levels of income and education (Almas & Conway, 2017).
Given the benefits of trees, Camilo Ordóñez and Peter Duinker found that Canadian
municipalities tend to value public tree interests over individual interests (2013). Similarly,
corporate tree efforts typically reflect this collective appeal, albeit without the accountability of
municipal governments (Keogh et al., 2014). Notably, most of Burlington’s strategic tree goals
refer to social factors, whether it be awareness, stewardship, or perception (Burlington, 2010). In
Wellington County, the community of Eden Mills committed to carbon neutrality, with
afforestation as a pillar of this aim (Gale et al., 2013). Despite a collective desire for tree
conservation, municipalities must contend with environmental changes, intensification, and
capacity limitations (London, 2014). As part of the challenge, the mixture of private and public
ownership complicates Ontario’s relationship with its green spaces (Fraser & Kenney, 2000). In
many municipalities, most trees and useable tree spots exist on private lands (Almas & Conway,
2017; Brampton, 2011; Burlington, 2010; Greene, Millward, & Ceh, 2011). Unlike private
organizations and governments, Conway found that residents in Mississauga mostly pick trees
for personal reasons (Conway, 2016; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). As of 2016, residents in
Mississauga must apply for a permit to remove more than 5 trees in a year (Conway, 2016).
Another Mississauga bylaw prevents residents from downing or harming publicly held trees
(Conway, 2016). However, as replacement trees are among the few legal means for mandating
private tree planting, municipalities must work with residents to expand urban canopies (Almas
& Conway, 2017).
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2.2.2 Economic Context
Multiple studies document that urban trees increase property values and hence, municipal
revenue (Anderson & Cordell, 1985; Connolly & Smale, 2001; Greenberg, 2017; Romeril,
1985). In the United States, researchers estimated the dollar value of urban trees in the hundreds
of millions (Millward & Sabir, 2011). Nevertheless, municipalities must account for planting,
upkeep, removal, and infrastructural attendance (Greenberg, 2017). For instance, one fifth of
Burlington’s street trees conflict with aboveground utilities or other infrastructure (Burlington,
2010). These imminent concerns can detract from long-term and elusive knock-on considerations
(Pedlar et al., 2013). Furthermore, officials can needlessly ignore distressed lands (Keogh et al.,
2014). For comprehensive forestry, municipalities must optimize suboptimal circumstances, like
salted roadsides and cleared grasslands (Fahey & Casali, 2017). While golf courses present some
unique wildlife benefits, these venues use much land, water, and pesticides (Keogh et al., 2014;
Tanner & Gange, 2005). Yet with over 25,000 golf courses globally, golf courses deserve
attention for tree conservation (Keogh et al., 2014). Furthermore, the United Nations has
broadened its criticism from golf courses to other sports, like alpine skiing and major sporting
attractions (Keogh et al., 2014). Some sporting venues have reduced their negative
environmental impact, but organizations can do more (Keogh et al., 2014).
Since 2004, Wellington has grown its Green Legacy Programme (GLP) into North
America’s largest municipal tree planting initiative (Wellington, 2018b). Each year, GLP grows
100,000 trees, plants 12,000 trees, distributes over 160,000 2-3-year-old seedlings, and further
distributes 15,000 potted trees (Curry, 2018). By 2025, GLP aims to reach 50 million trees
(Wellington, 2016). From 2008 to 2018, Wellington increased GLP’s net budget from $331,300
to $796,300 (Wellington, 2010; Wellington, 2018a). As of 2018, GLP’s budget makes up 0.84%
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of the County’s $95,079,100 net budget (Wellington, 2018a). In response to growing demands,
GLP built an underground Cool Storage Unit in 2008 and later bought vehicles (Wellington,
2010; Wellington, 2012; Wellington, 2013; Wellington, 2018a). For better tree survival, GLP
emphasizes early tree care, like mulching and pruning (Guo, 2011; Curry, 2018; Wellington,
2012; Wellington, 2016). Currently, Wellington stores 30-45 tree species, with a nursery at each
end of its elongated topography (Curry, 2018; Wellington, 2012; Wellington, 2018a). Despite the
scale, GLP only has 7.9 full-time equivalent employees (11 staff in total) along with a seasonal
schedule that makes GLP vulnerable to staff turnover (Wellington, 2018a; Wellington, 2018b).
Meanwhile, the provincial government’s closure of the Angus seed plant complicates GLP’s
ongoing tree supply (Pritchard, February 14, 2018; Wellington, 2008). Despite these challenges,
organizations, such as the non-profit Trees Ontario, exist to help local tree planting efforts (Gale
et al., 2013).

Figure 1: GLP’s Puslinch Headquarters (photograph by Stuart Filson).
As Ontario’s forestry sector experienced a 53% decrease in direct employment from 2004
to 2013, many municipal tree initiatives ignored Ontario’s ailing forestry sector (Majumdar et al.,
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2017). Under suitable circumstances though, municipalities can sustainably extract timber as a
value-added by-product of tree conservation (Putz et al., 2008). ‘Reduced impact logging’ offers
an economic avenue through low-impact machinery, drag trails, and other environmental
precautions (Putz et al., 2008). In reduced impact logging, authorities selectively cut down trees,
as municipalities already do for normal conservation, but with the added task of processing the
timber (Putz et al., 2008). Without the internal capacity to do so, municipalities outsource some
of these tasks or collaborate with others. As part of a collaborative effort, the municipalities of
Guelph, Waterloo, and Wellington have contributed millions to the cost-shared Rural Water
Quality Program by the Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA) (Simpson & de Loë,
2014). The Rural Water Quality Program is one of Ontario’s local programs that protects source
water (Simpson & de Loë, 2014). By extension, marketing and outreach critically ensure the
revenue generation from timber extraction (Han, 2014). During my travels, I heard of a citizen
led effort in West Nissouri, Ontario that used tax notices to connect with senior residents.
Unfortunately, cultural and communicative barriers create challenges for Canadians, especially
newcomers (Almas & Conway, 2017).
From looking at four Mississauga neighbours, Conway found that communication
barriers, especially culturally, can restrain conservation but foster diverse approaches (2016). In
Brampton, the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) used its Multicultural
Environmental Stewardship Program to alleviate communal tree conservation barriers
(Brampton, 2011). As another form of citizen engagement, Kylie Hissa used photovoice with
Goderich’s residents about emergency planning several years after a tornado hit Goderich (Hissa,
2016; Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). Even without communication barriers, a lack of
understanding or appreciation about trees leads to unnecessary tree removal (Conway, 2016).
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Against a growing Toronto deficit, Canada’s largest city committed to doubling its tree
canopy to 34% by 2050 (Greene, Millward, & Ceh, 2011). By extension, Toronto’s Local
Enhancement and Appreciation of Forests (LEAF) has given thousands of trees to residents since
1996 (Greene, Millward, & Ceh, 2011). While Ontario’s municipalities value volunteers and
citizen led efforts, municipalities have more certainty with internal operations (Conway, 2016;
London, 2014). Nevertheless, municipalities also benefit from citizen input. The University of
Toronto PhD candidate, Eric Davies, followed up a 40-year-old report by mapping and
evaluating Toronto’s ravines (Draaisma, October 3, 2017). Within the four decades between
studies, Norway maples went from 10% to 40% (Draaisma, October 3, 2017). Davies’ work
helped inform Toronto’s City Council to unanimously vote for protecting Toronto’s ravines
(Draaisma, October 3, 2017).
In 2010, Burlington estimated its per tree value at more than $67. Burlington found that
its trees annually contribute $3.5 million in environmental benefits while costing $2.1 million to
manage (2010). This leads to a moderate benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.65 per tree (Burlington, 2010;
Millward & Sabir, 2011). By comparison, a healthy urban forest would be closer to a benefit-tocost ratio of 3.4:1 with an average tree value of over $100 (Millward & Sabir, 2011). Despite
Burlington’s low benefit-to-cost ratio, Burlington considers most of its street trees in fair to good
health (Burlington, 2010). However, Burlington does not include park trees nor trees beside rural
roads (Burlington, 2010). Unlike Burlington, London includes every tree within its boundaries in
its urban forest, but London benefits from advanced tree inventory tools (Burlington, 2010;
London, 2014). In 2008, London’s Urban Growth Boundary had nearly 4 million healthy trees,
which delivered approximately $17 million in ecosystem benefits (London, 2012). London
estimated the cost to replace its trees at over $1.5 billion, while Burlington estimated the cost to
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replace just its street trees at $107 million (Burlington, 2010; London, 2012). London has a
Million Trees Challenge (Almas & Conway, 2017). Between Burlington’s departments, the City
had a $1.2 million net budget for its urban forest in 2009 (2010). However, Burlington did not
include the $200,000 Future Services tree reserve or $11 million Winter Control Reserve Fund
for emerald ash borer (EAB) (2010). In another municipal assessment, Brampton estimated that,
among other economic benefits, its trees annually sequester 5,900 carbon tonnes while storing
175,000 carbon tonnes, respectively valued at $220,000 and $5 million (2011).
2.2.3 Municipal Planning Capacity
The United Nations emphasizes regional public bodies, like counties and conservation
authorities (CAs), as a key climate strategy (Galarraga, Gonzalez‐ Eguino, & Markandya, 2011;
Siegel, 1997). However, Camilo Ordóñez and Peter Duinker found that Canada’s municipal tree
initiatives struggle with operations, management planning, and stakeholder collaboration (2013).
In Canada’s most urbanized region, Southern Ontario presents unique complexities for publicly
held trees (London, 2014). Although publicly held trees can offer governments more control and
forestry revenues, governments must use plans to contend with added responsibilities (Natural
Resources Canada, 2017). In urban settings, large organizations hold a key position in reforesting
non-municipal lands, which makes some municipal-stakeholder collaboration especially useful
(Pothier & Millward, 2013). The University of Guelph’s Arboretum and Burlington’s Royal
Botanical Gardens are key examples of stakeholder led tree conservation (May 2014). Likewise,
Brampton emphasizes an ecosystem-based management approach with multilevel collaboration
from lower and upper-tier municipalities (Brampton, 2011). Given regional governments’
connection to transportation and energy infrastructure, many municipalities can organize
multilevel collaboration between lower-tier municipalities and the provincial government
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(Galarraga, Gonzalez‐ Eguino, & Markandya, 2011). In recent years, more municipalities have
adopted urban forest management plans (Almas, 2017; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). Urban forest
management plans typically span 20 years, with an emphasis upon native tree species (Almas &
Conway, 2016). Among Canada and the USA, Ontario is unique in that forest management must
plans outline sustainability (Koven, 2015). Despite the broad implications of forest management
plans, Camilo Ordóñez and Peter Duinker found most urban forest management plans are based
on single tree protection (2013).
Since 1855, London has been known as the Forest City for its surrounding woodlands
(London, 2014). Despite London’s moniker, the City lost 70-80% of its woodland cover to an
all-time low of approximately 10% between the 1950s and 1980s (London, 2012; London, 2014).
Nonetheless, a survey by London found that 84% of its residents feel that London’s nickname
should stay, with a further 86% supporting a private tree protection bylaw (London, 2014). In the
late 20th century, London’s tree conservation began greater emphasizing retention-based policy,
like limiting tree cuts to 12″ (30.48 cm) diameter trees (London, 2012). As of 2011, Brampton
uses 40 cm tree diameter at breast height (DBH), yet City officials expressed the desire to
include trees from 20 cm DBH (2011). Although common, DBH’s application can be
inconsistent and does not always correlate with other metrics of tree growth (Sumida, Miyaura,
& Torii, 2013). The Brampton found that trees with a 65 cm DBH store 75 times the carbon
capacity of 11 cm DBH trees (2011). Fewer than 3% of Brampton’s trees have a 38.2 cm DBH
or more (2011).
Urban tree fieldworkers perform many tasks, including pruning, planting, cabling,
inventorying, among other activities (Bardekjian, 2016). However, outdoor arborists have
complained about the high turnover and lack of restroom access during work (Bardekjian, 2016).
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Many female arborists experience sexual harassment and marginalization (Bardekjian, 2016).
From speaking to field arborists, Adrina Bardekjian reported that arborists expressed comradery
but clashed over private and municipal tensions, with further conflicts between staff levels
(2016). Unlike Ontario and most of the United States, arborists in Louisiana need a licence, but
even still, the profession is quite dangerous (Dozier & Machtmes, 2005). Moreover, Alice Lee
found that arborists, horticulturists, and engineers in Southern Ontario lack training for soil
management (Lee, 2017). However, schools have long offered schooling (Morsink et al., 1989).
Beyond school, arborists can gain valuable understanding with experience (Khan, 2017).
Nevertheless, field arborists regularly wear improper safety equipment while using heavy-duty
machinery on long shifts (Bardekjian, 2016). Outside of fieldwork, field arborists deal with many
health problems, including post traumatic stress disorder and addiction (Bardekjian, 2016).
Municipalities assess tree efforts through factors relating to tree size, canopy cover, and
biodiversity (Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). In the future, carbon pricing may incentivize greater
conservation (Day & Puric-Mladenovic, 2012). As a critical factor in mitigating climate change,
forests store most of the Earth’s terrestrial carbon, while being the main terrestrial exchange of
atmospheric carbon (Gale et al., 2013). Although subsidized carbon sequestration promotes tree
conservation, future legislation is still unclear (Gale et al., 2013). Several North American cities
have recently adopted planting targets (Greenberg, 2017). Conversely, Burlington distinguishes
its policy by aiming for more holistic albeit more complex goals than quotas (Burlington, 2010;
Wellington, 2012). Although Brampton considers such proactive tree policy more effective,
Brampton defines its own policy as reactive (Brampton, 2011).
Wellington emphasizes proactive policy over reactive policy yet relies extensively upon
marketable quotas (Wellington, 2012). Following GLP’s 150,000th tree, Wellington connected
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with the United Nations’ international Billion Trees Campaign (Churkina et al., 2015;
Wellington, 2018b). Rather than perform all operations internally, GLP engages citizens through
volunteer opportunities, educational outreach, and free tree giveaways (Wellington, 2016;
Wellington, 2018b). Although Wellington excludes the encircled City of Guelph, GLP still
delivers educational fieldtrips to Guelph’s Upper Grand District School Board, which I
experienced as a child (Gale et al., 2013; Wellington, n.d.; Wellington, 2012; Wellington, 2016).
Research shows that childhood tree experiences and surroundings promote positive tree attitudes,
with community bonding as a strong determinant of citizen engagement (Almas & Conway,
2017; Hissa, 2016). By gamifying incentives, like rewarding standout schools, GLP stimulates
student interest in tree conservation (Wellington, 2012). In addition to fieldtrips, municipalities
can attract volunteers with social media, among other platforms (Wellington, 2012).
Advancements in geographic information systems (GIS) help automate mapping
procedures (Brampton, 2011). Satellite imagery offers accessible data for some basic tree
inventorying (Pedlar et al., 2013). Certification standards ensure accountability (Means, 2014).
At the least, Patricia Greenberg recommends municipalities use remote sensing data with a
resolution of a 1-metre squared or finer to make more informed tree conservation choices (2017).
London and some other Southern Ontario municipalities use the Urban Forest Effects model
(UFORE), which the United States’ Department of Agriculture-Forest Service created
(Burlington, 2010; London, 2012). London distinguishes between trees in constructed areas and
more naturalized ecosystems, with the latter involving lower maintenance (2014). Furthermore,
London’s policy defines constructed urban forest as green infrastructure, while defining
naturalized ecosystems as natural capital (2014). London approaches tree policy through
successive research and consultation first (London, 2014). London’s Background Report
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empirically supports an Urban Forest Strategy that breaks its timeframe into a 1-2 year shortterm, 3-5 year medium-term, and a long-term of over 5 years (London, 2014). Unlike London,
Burlington uses a 20-year plan in line with its Official Plan (Burlington, 2010; London, 2014).
Burlington punctuates this 20-year timeframe with 5-year review periods (Burlington, 2010).
Whereas London focuses upon tree retention over the short-term, Burlington emphasizes
maintenance for better tree survival (Burlington, 2010; London, 2014).
Burlington’s urbanization constrains their useable tree spaces (Burlington, 2010).
Municipalities mandate that developers include vegetation into infrastructural projects, but this
alone does not address fragmentation (Dorney, Evered, & Kitchen, 1986). As of 2010,
Burlington has 52,000 street trees, with an estimated 23% canopy cover, including 17% in its
urban areas and 28% in rural areas (Burlington, 2010). Thomas Douglas considers Burlington
less comparable to London, given its smaller size, and instead compares Burlington to Guelph
(2016). Burlington must also contend with several provincial realities, like the Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2006), that designated Burlington’s downtown as an urban
growth centre, which further stresses the land competition for suitable trees (Burlington, 2010;
Yung, 2018). The Niagara Escarpment Plan (2005) and Ontario’s Greenbelt Plan (2005) also
pertain to Burlington (Burlington, 2010; Yung, 2018). At a provincial level, this legislation
ensures environmental protections and overarching strategies (Yung, 2018). Burlington uses a
variety of risk management and tree care tools for its planted trees (Burlington, 2010). Brampton
goes even further than Burlington or London by discussing 50-year time periods (Brampton,
2011). Furthermore, Brampton values education and enforcement as its two main tree
conservation tactics (2011).
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While denser municipalities typically have more resources for tree conservation,
municipalities with fewer resources must differentiate their strategies (Brampton, 2011). The
lower-tier Town of Goderich uses a streamlined approach (Found & Tomlinson, 2013; Hissa,
2016). After a destructive 2011 tornado, Goderich prioritized replacing its lost downtown trees
(Silver & Andrey, 2014). Near London, the rural municipality of Thames Centre specifies
considerations for social factors and how to plant trees (A3.0; A4.0; A5.0; A6.0, Thames Centre,
2002). Thames Centres mandated a bylaw aiming for planting a tree along every 15 metres of
their roadside (A2.0) and on municipal land (A2.1, Thames Centre, 2002). Meanwhile, ChathamKent and neighbouring Essex are the only municipalities in Ontario without protective forest
bylaws (Great Lake Community Eco Initiative, July 2013). At 5.7% forest cover, the Essex
Region Conservation Authority (ERCA) gave Essex a D rating, with a C rating needing 15.1%
(Square Staff, March 23, 2018). The adjacent Chatham-Kent includes 4.5% forest cover, but only
has 3.78% forest cover when excluding the local two provincial parks and Moraviantown First
Nations (Epp, December 13, 2013). For comparison, trees cover two thirds of Ontario (Collier &
Malloy, 2016). Despite unconcerned municipal policy, the St. Clair Region Conservation
Authority still serves Chatham-Kent (“Chatham-Kent,” 2013). However, CA guidelines do not
detail climatic advice for Ontario’s transforming Carolinian ecology (Almas & Conway, 2016;
Bambrick et al., 2010; GRCA, n.d.).
2.2.4 Environmental Appropriateness
The 2001 Ontario Municipal Act allows municipalities to manage municipally held trees
(Almas, 2017). The Act also allows lower-tier municipalities with populations over 10,000 to
pass tree conservation bylaws (Fitzgibbon & Summers, 2002). Conversely, the Forestry Act
allows upper-tier municipalities to pass similar tree conservation bylaws (Fitzgibbon &
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Summers, 2002). Some people define a tree species as native if it has subsisted in an area
without human assistance or become naturalized over a long enough time (Almas & Conway,
2017). For clarity, Canada’s legislation defines invasive species as alien species that threaten
societal or environmental wellbeing (Smith, Bazely, & Yan, 2014). Regardless, a municipality
may hold many habitats with unclear boundaries, which adds managerial complexity for
maintenance and tenders (Almas, 2017). Some municipalities may appoint a tree warden to lead
maintenance and notices for trees on municipal lands and right-of-way property (Jasinski,
Robinson & Donnelly, 2012). Climate change and urban development further fragment and
deplete forest ecosystems (Day & Puric-Mladenovic, 2012). International agreements, like the
Conference of Parties and Kyoto Protocol, show increased environmental interest, but countries
have had mixed success (Galarraga, Gonzalez‐ Eguino, & Markandya, 2011). U.S. President
Donald Trump withdrew from the Paris Agreement, while Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau struggles to meet ongoing emission targets (Rubin, 2018).
As climate change alters biomes while urban stressors exaggerate pressures, some people
argue for longer-distance assisted migration to alleviate endangered species (Almas & Conway,
2016; Almas, 2017). Although assisted migration counteracts some longstanding beliefs, trees
migrate at an average rate of 50 km/century, much slower than animals (Almas, 2017; Fontaine,
2014). Some people distinguish assisted population expansion as habitat reshaping, while
considering assisted migration a form of habitat translocation (Fontaine, 2014). As climate is not
the only factor determining species range, the use of assisted migration may fail to overcome
many habitat differences (Fontaine, 2014). The Canadian Urban Forest Strategy 2013-2018
broadly defines an urban forest as a collection of urban trees with associated biotic, abiotic, and
cultural features (Fontaine, 2014). This definition includes an urban core area surrounded by an
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urban-rural peripheral area (Fontaine, 2014). Tree Canada provides this strategy and helps with
ongoing tree conservation throughout Canada (Yung, 2018). Although many municipal tree
plans do not mention assisted migration, some findings suggest assisted migration will not be
worthwhile until the mid-21st century (Fontaine, 2014). However, Andrew Almas and Tenley
Conway concluded from interviews and policy analyses that Ontario’s municipalities lack
nursery stock preparedness and passively use assisted migration without explicit regard to native
tree composition or climate change (2016).
From analyzing research on residential trees, Conway found that people plant most urban
trees, instead of natural propagation (2016). In 2011, 80.1% of Brampton’s trees arose naturally
with only 43% being native Ontarian species (2011). Regardless, tree pathogens naturally
propagate too (Budnik, 1995). Although Southern Ontario municipal management plans typically
stress native trees, nurseries do not offer most of these species (Almas, 2017). Most writers
prefer conserving native trees, but urban factors create unique circumstances, which non-native
species can address (Almas & Conway, 2017). Until recently, Brampton inadvertently sustained
invasive Norway Maples through inadequate citywide supervision, while Burlington limited its
biodiversity by avoiding fruit trees (Brampton, 2011; Burlington, 2010). As part of Brampton’s
updated policies, the City uses diameter-based permits for some trees, while denying permits for
others like invasive species (2011). Some municipalities prioritize native species while others
only plant native trees species (Almas & Conway, 2017). Notwithstanding native biodiversity,
only planting native trees can hurt environmental resilience and the economy (Almas, 2017).
Moreover, Andrew Almas and Tenley Conway tested residents’ ability to distinguish native tree
species, and found residents tended to recognize common trees more than non-native species
(2017). Other municipal departments can hinder tree planting efforts too, such as by excessive
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salting or improper tree handling, especially for root systems (Vogt, 2014; Watson et al. 2014).
For roadside salting, Faranak Hosseini found that chloride had the worst environmental effects
(2015). Instead of sodium, Faranak Hosseini suggests the use of organic and semi-organic
alternatives to brine (2015).
Brampton’s inadequate soil quality mainly limits its trees’ growth (Brampton, 2011).
Burlington uses adaptive
management and periodic
reassessment phases (Burlington,
2010). Burlington’s ecosystems
are more stressed than rural
municipalities, such as Wellington
which holds many protected
wetlands (Burlington, 2010;
Wellington, September 27, 2018).

Figure 2: Heatmap for the Greater Toronto Area (Brampton,

Adding to the complexity,

2011).

amalgamation unifies policies and bylaws (Greene & Millward, 2017). While most of
Burlington’s trees are native, Burlington’s street trees are mostly non-native (Burlington, 2010).
A heatmap of the Greater Toronto Area illustrates how urban intensity parallels artificially hot
environments (Brampton, 2011). Both Burlington and Wellington emphasize local social and
environmental factors (Burlington, 2010; Wellington, 2012).
In a natural setting, trees may live well over 200 years (Harper et al., 2015). Urban trees
typically live 10-25 years, yet in streetscapes, trees may only live for 5 years (Pontier &
Millward, 2014). Urban trees face lower light levels, higher soil temperatures, vandalism, and
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intensified infrastructure (Pontier & Millward, 2014). Edge effects and fragmentation make trees
more vulnerable (Harper et al., 2015). Urban trees also lack the decomposition of stags and logs,
which can lead to less nutrients (Harper et al., 2015). Instead of single tree efforts, Greene and
Millward argue for municipalities to outline plans based upon canopy and density levels (2017).
Municipalities improve tree operations through tree inventorying and spatial technologies
(Greene & Millward, 2017; Pontier & Millward, 2014). Municipalities have historically favoured
straightforward quantitative tree measurements for ease and standardization (Greene &
Millward, 2017). In 2008, Toronto’s urban tree count totalled 10.1 million, but sunlight
orientation and soil conditions matter too (Gale et al., 2013; Greene & Millward, 2017; Sawka et
al., 2013). For effective tree conservation, all municipalities must contribute to communal tree
conservation (Elliott, 1998). In an agricultural setting, the size of farming vehicles may disrupt
nearby root systems and overhanging branches (Vestlund & Hellström, 2006). Pruning can
resolve some of these obstacles while help to control tree control, but at sometimes prohibit costs
(Vogt, 2014). Advancements in automation can further alleviate these issues (Mousazadeh,
2013). The GRCA specifies planting recommendations for both salt tolerance and soil drainage
(n.d.).
London uses tree specific bylaws, citizen engagement, and innovative policies to aim for
its pre-EAB 2008 canopy level of 25% by 2035 (Almas, 2017; Douglas, 2016; London, 2014).
Comparatively, Mississauga and Brampton respectively had 19.0% and 15.2% tree cover in 2011
(Brampton, 2011; London, 2014). In London’s 2008 Urban Forest Effects model (UFORE)
study, researchers found that 79% of London’s trees healthy, with an Urban Growth Boundary of
24.7% leaf cover (London, 2012). However, observers in London first discovered EAB in 2006
and projected EAB to kill most of London’s ash trees (7% of London's trees) before 2025
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(London, 2014). Burlington also struggles with EAB, even calling it the greatest threat to its
urban forest (Burlington, 2010). The Asian long-horned beetle afflicts trees as well (Brampton,
2011). Given these pressures, London stresses biodiversity to buffer diseases and foster
ecosystem services (London, 2012; London, 2014). London uses native species abundance as a
strong indicator of environmental wellbeing, yet London only has a 52% composition (London,
2012). Similarly, a third of Brampton’s trees are invasive European buckhorns (2011). Even if
municipalities avoid planting invasive trees, many residents can plant problematic species
(Brampton, 2011). Moreover, London struggles with staff shortages and hence, knowledge
retention (London, 2014). Likewise, Burlington’s Roads and Maintenance contracts 60% of its
staff (Brampton, 2011). Despite these challenges, London’s Natural Heritage System now
protects 55% of the remaining local vegetation (London, 2014).
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3. Methodology
3.1 Research Preparation
I used purposive, snowball sampling to find contacts for semi-structured interviews
(Fontaine, 2014; Wamsler et al., 2016). I made distinct question categories, distinguished
according to: 1. Universal (for everyone); 2. Policy (for all public officials); and 3. Operations
(for managers, directors, and arborists). (See Appendix: Interview Questions). For further
insights on the interview practices, I referred to recommendations by Patricia Greenberg (2017).

3.2 Data Collection
I intended to interview 8-12 individuals. I received feedback from 13 key informants (see
Appendix: Interview Questions). I planned to conduct interviews that were 15-30 minutes long,
semi-structured, in-person, and one-on-one (Deakin & Wakefield, 2014). Rather than turn down
individuals, I sent out questionnaires for two participants (Dufferin and Essex). For 10
interviewees, I went to places of the participants’ preference to conduct in-person interviews.
Interviews at the Upper Thames River Conservation Authority (UTRCA) and Guelph’s City Hall
involved simultaneously interviewing two people. Prior to questioning, I withheld questions
from all interviewees except for the two questionnaires and the Guelph City Hall interviewees
due to a change of plans. I contacted the final interviewee (a Huron County arborist) through a
phone call. During the interviews, I avoided projecting my outlook or opinions onto the
individuals’ answers. Moreover, I tried to minimize my positionality as a researcher by dressing
in a neutral and professional attire (Winstone, 2018). I asked open-ended questions, partially
close-ended questions, and prompts. Participants were also free to build upon this format by
expressing other information. Meanwhile, I took notes to guide my interview questioning and
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follow-up research. Of the in-person interviews and phone call, only the London interviewee
opted for no recording. Upon recognizing that my planned content analysis was no longer viable
and that all interviewees, except the first participant, opted for all question sets, I let most
interviews last around an hour. To compensate for attribution, I used supplementary snowball
sampling by asking participants for other contacts to interview (Fontaine, 2014).

3.3 Data Analysis
To minimize bias, I exhaustively wrote notes for the responses in each interview and
questionnaire (Raduescu & Vessey, 2011). For confidentiality, I withdrew certain identifying
information, in addition to unclear or extraneous information. I triangulated some observations
with references to substantiate or amend the notes before paraphrasing (Assarroudi et al., 2018).
For added transparency, the Results include a synopsis of participant contributions for others to
independently analyze. I include both the participant responses and clarifying literature which
may either partially or fully corroborate these responses. I did not triangulate some selfreferential statements, including opinions, experiences, or otherwise less pertinent details. With
the textual corpus of participant data, I searched for notable conflicts, patterns, opinions, and
experiences (Raduescu & Vessey, 2011). From broader categories, like institutions and tree
activities, I then found subcategories, like funding frameworks and nursery arrangements. I
refrained from generalizing all responses because I sought participants for range, not
representation. To parse themes, I juxtaposed the content of answers to find schematic
differences among policies and practices (Sbaraini et al., 2011). I tabled some contrasting
observations, with an emphasis upon participant place and position. Although some participants
hold larger functions, like the Chatham-Kent interviewee working at the level of a watershed, I
focused upon the stated area of study for the tables.
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4. Results
4.1 Universal questions (for everyone)
4.1.1 1A: What is the rationale behind the tree program?
For my trial interview, I spoke to a seasonal tree planter of a western Canadian mill. The
mill sustains logging resources through tree planting contracts (Van Kooten, Shaikh, &
Suchánek, 2002). The mill did not focus upon storm management but does account for
Indigenous and environmental concerns (Bell, 2015). If oil leaks happen, the tree planter told me
that planters accommodate infrastructural concerns.
Huron has had a forest bylaw since 1947 (Huron, 2014). The interviewee said Huron
zones many woodlands as natural environment, with criteria for delineating tree lands using
factors like tree density. Huron defines woodlots as 0.2-1.0 hectares, with woodlands are larger
lands (Huron, 2013). Huron’s tree bylaw aims to protect sufficiently large tree lands on private
lots without putting liens on landowner’s properties (Huron, 2013). Nevertheless, Huron does not
protect single trees, but within Huron County, Ashfield-Colborne-Wawanosh (ACW) has a
restrictive shoreline tree bylaw to protect small patches of trees in the interest of local cottagers
(ACW, 2016). During the early 20th century, large restoration gained prominence (Huron, 2014).
Between the 1930s and 1970s, Huron ensured plantation forest ownership of over 600 hectares
(Huron, 2014). Huron has 55,000 hectares of mostly private forest cover, with agriculture as
easily the biggest industry (Huron, 2014). Against incentives to clear trees, Huron has kept 16%
forest cover (or 15% according to Huron, 2014) for many years. Compared to the 1950s, Huron
has increased forest cover by reforesting unsuitable lands for agriculture (Huron, 2014).
However, the interviewee described Huron’s forest cover as uneven. Huron prioritizes protecting
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present forest cover while promoting stewardship for expanded cover, especially on marginal
lands (Huron, 2014). Huron lost many ash trees and even elm trees, with ash unfortunately being
a pioneer species (Huron, 2014; Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). According to the interviewee,
Huron focuses upon general goals and not quotas.
For my final interview, I talked with a Huron County arborist over the phone. This
arborist runs a business that mostly involves assessments, such as landscape architecture or lowimpact development projects. Much of this arborist’s work focuses on naturalizing areas, like
natural channel restoration. By extension, the arborist said that assessments factor in storm
management but that every site and applicant pose different considerations. Depending upon the
assessments, this arborist can recommend planting compensation or other such
recommendations. This arborist prioritized ethical priorities, with a desire to plant as many trees
as reasonably possible. As an example of some limitations, this arborist mentioned a
municipality that wanted to know the extent of sidewalk shading over 10 years.
Wellington created GLP to initially celebrate the County’s 150th anniversary (Wellington,
2008). The Puslinch Mayor and tree warden, Brad Whitcombe and Scott Wilson led the early
effort to double the local CA’s planting output (Shuttleworth, 2014). The Wellington interviewee
emphasized that the Provincial Government prompted CAs to focus upon water management,
such as dams, in response to the 1954 Hurricane Hazel (albeit, the Provincial Government passed
the Conservation Authorities Act in 1946, and redirected CAs following Hurricane Hazel)
(Shrubsole, Hammond, & Green, 1995). With enough critical mass and support from the
Trillium Foundation, Wellington reaffirmed GLP through continued resources after the 150th
anniversary (Wellington, 2008). Although the interviewee said a central Wellington nursery
would best suit GLP, the main headquarters continue in Puslinch (Wellington, 2016). GLP runs
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their other nursery out of Damascus, where the Community Environmental Leadership Program
(CELP) happens (Svela, 2012). Depending upon measurement differences, the interviewee said
Wellington has 17-19% tree cover, but Environment Canada expressed the need for at least 30%
to uphold water quality. The Wellington interviewee said Ontario has a 2 billion tree deficit,
requiring 2 trees per person. Given the educational focus, GLP grows and plants trees with
volunteers (Wellington, 2012). The Wellington interviewee said kindergarteners to third graders
grow a flat of trees in their classroom then get a 30-minute presentation on trees. Furthermore,
fourth graders to sixth graders come to the main nursery and get a 90-minute interpretative
nature hike. GLP involves seven and eighth graders too. GLP has further involved private
schools but not all of them because many are Mennonite schools, which creates added
challenges. Beyond school outreach, GLP host some groups, such as Trees for Mapleton
(Wellington, 2008). Wellington’s residents purportedly own over 90% of the land, especially
farmers. This interviewee mentioned that Oxford University concluded that tree planting is the
best way to fight climate change (Caldecott, Lomax, & Workman, 2015). The Wellington
interviewee emphasized that soil is one of the Earth’s biggest terrestrial carbon sinks (Lugo &
Wisniewski, 1992). After describing many benefits of trees, including better social wellbeing and
water management, the Wellington interviewee recited a Jacques-Yves Cousteau quote, “We
only protect what we love, we only love what we understand, and we only understand what we
are taught" (Wang, 2017). This quote likely traces back to Baba Dioum’s 1968 quote (Valenti &
Tavana, 2005). The Wellington interviewee expressed that we should manage ourselves rather
than trying to manage all other species on the planet.
In the most populated area I visited, I spoke with a municipal London representative.
London adopted their Urban Forest Strategy in 2014 as an iteration upon existing findings dating
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back to an early 2000s audit with a Price Waterhouse Cooper consultant (London, 2014; London,
2015). London adopted its current strategy on November 2017, with planting as a core part
alongside a broad environmental focus (London, 2017b). The Plant More strategy also outlines
assisted migration (London, 2017b). The interviewee reiterated a quote from the documentation,
“plant more, protect more, maintain better, engage the community” (London, 2017b). London’s
strategy uses varying timeframes (London, 2014). London emphasizes low-impact design and
green pathways as important development ideas for the urban setting. While many residents
already felt the impetus to live up to London’s nickname of the Forest City, the 2008 EAB
outbreak dramatically depleted the canopy (London, 2017b). In response, London’s workforce
increased the canopy to 23.7% but holds a 2065 goal of 34% (London, 2017b).
Of the two questionnaires I received, one respondent represented Dufferin County. In
describing the rationale of Dufferin’s tree program, the respondent cited the Dufferin [County
Forest] Management Plan (Dufferin, n.d.). The respondent wrote that the “tree program
essentially consists of the management of the County-owned properties known as the Dufferin
County Forest” (Dufferin, n.d.). In the other questionnaire, I received written answers from an
Essex respondent. Essex purportedly has among the lowest forest coverage of Ontario
municipalities (Square Staff, March 23, 2018). Essex’s program began in 1975 to mitigate soil
erosion in farm fields but changed regularly (ERCA, 2018). The Chatham-Kent interviewee
mentioned that during 1993, people in Essex began clearing trees in response to a proposed tree
bylaw. Regarding detached tree conservation, the Chatham-Kent interviewee differentiated
LTVCA from the ERCA by saying that the LTVCA’s work faces greater difficulties (LTVCA,
2013). The Chatham-Kent interviewee stressed that Essex has a more circular shape with a
centrally positioned CA supported by Windsor and Leamington (ERCA, 2018; Figure 3). Over
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10 years ago, a well-known Windsor businessperson purportedly began bulldozing their biggest
forest for a golf course. After Essex’s issue went to the Ontario Municipal Board (now, LPAT),
Councillors said they would not propose a protective tree bylaw. In recent years, the lasting
impact of Essex’s EAB outbreak frames the current focus (Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). The
Essex respondent said officials diversified their planting program in part by using seed
collection. The respondent was unaware of environmental documentation for Essex’s municipal
planning. Moreover, the respondent wrote that the ERCA does not “account for ecosystem
considerations at this point” (ERCA, 2018). The Essex respondent wrote that some funders “are
looking at climate change and I am on the board for [Forest Gene Conservation Association]”
with “hope to get some genetic resources from further south to help supplement the program”
(Fox, 2012). For Essex, officials prioritize reforestation and expanding canopy cover to 12%
with emphasis upon diversity (ERCA, 2018). The Wellington interviewee cited Wellington’s
extensive agriculture as a reason to critique the lack of tree conservation in agricultural reasons
of Chatham-Kent and Essex. The Huron interviewee expressed doubt at Chatham-Kent’s list tree
cover percentages because Chatham-Kent lost many ash trees, which is especially unfortunate
given Chatham-Kent’s Carolinian position.
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Figure 3: Lower Thames Valley Watershed (top) and Essex Region Watershed (bottom) (ERCA,
2018; LTVCA, 2013).
In Chatham-Kent, I spoke with an interviewee about the Lower Thames Valley
Conservation Authority (LTVCA), which partially covers Chatham-Kent. The interviewee
described how EAB went from China to Michigan, before authorities found in Windsor around
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the new millennium (LTVCA, 2004; Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). Historically, LTVCA used to
plant many ash trees, but now, LTVCA does not plant any ash, much like elm or American
chestnut. In 2003, EAB went through Chatham-Kent. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency cut
down every ash tree in a 5 km swatch as part of an ash free zone around Merlin and Tobermory
to slow the beetle, albeit unsuccessfully (LTVCA, 2004). Much of the local area, including
LTVCA’s offices exist in a flood plane, which highlights the need for moderating water levels
through tree planting (LTVCA, 2004). Although LTVCA has planted trees since the 1960s, EAB
sparked greater interest in tree conservation. Moreover, the private clearing of several visible
forests along Highway 401 put further pressure upon Chatham-Kent to act. In the lead-up to a
proposed Chatham-Kent bylaw in 2008, the interviewee said farmers ramped up woodland
clearing. At the time, LTVCA planted approximately 100,000 trees, but many more trees were
going down than up. As part of shared buy-in with others every 4 years, the interviewee said the
LTVCA uses aerial photography, like other CAs (LTVCA, 2004). LTVCA purportedly used
aerial photography to find that the Council that they lost 400 hectares of forest. Given LTVCA’s
existing tree planting resources, the municipalities supported LTVCA in the culmination of a tree
planting initiative (LTVCA, 2004). LTVCA plants many windbreaks and snow fences. The
Chatham-Kent interviewee said the LTVCA aims to plant 4-6 hectares on wetlands.
In Guelph’s City Hall, I spoke with an urban forestry interviewee and with two policy
focused interviewees. In my first Guelph interview, the forestry interviewee said Guelph
distinguishes between Natural Heritage and Urban Forestry (Guelph, 2012). Guelph’s Planning
Department administers its Natural Heritage System strategy and action plan, while Parks and
Recreation administer infrastructure, development, and enterprise, such as the forestry
interviewee’s work (Guelph, 2012). Although Guelph’s operational tree efforts have existed for
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decades, Guelph expanded conservation over the past decade (Guelph, 2012). The forestry
interviewee said City staff worked with a consultant to develop a tree strategy for Guelph that
took influence from comparable plans (Guelph, 2012). In 2012, Guelph introduced their Urban
Forest Management Plan, which aims to sustainably strengthen the City’s urban forest (Guelph,
2012). Alongside the new Urban Forest Management Plan, the forestry interviewee said Guelph
added a technical forestry group to further develop their strategy (Guelph, 2012). As of 2 years
ago in Guelph’s Official Plan, Amendment 42, Guelph expanded upon its urban forest strategy
with a natural heritage management plan (Guelph, 2012). By 2031, Guelph aims for 40% canopy
target (Guelph, 2012). Guelph includes 20 recommendations that the forestry interviewee works
upon, like assessing the legislation efficacy (Guelph, 2012). The Guelph forestry interviewee
admitted that some of Guelph’s ideas were not data driven but rather motivated by political aims
(Guelph, 2012). Guelph values stewardship, engagement, and if achievable, increasing tree
inspection capacity (Guelph, 2012). However, the interviewee said Guelph’s urban forestry has
been growing over the past 10 years, and emphasized urban forestry’s diverse social, economic,
and environmental benefits (Guelph, 2012).
After interviewing an urban forester from Guelph, I spoke to two individuals at Guelph’s
City Hall. According to the City Hall interviewees, multiple priorities define Guelph’s tree
efforts (Guelph, 2012). The City Hall interviewees told me that Guelph’s private tree bylaw
gives policy officials an enforcement protocol, while Guelph’s Forestry fulfils a more concerted
tree effort (Guelph, 2012). Various planning mechanisms trigger environmental impact studies
(Guelph, 2012). As the forestry interviewee discussed, the City Hall interviewees emphasized
how tree removal, especially from EAB, has been putting virtually all focus on ash removals
(Guelph, 2012; Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). The City Hall interviewees discussed how Guelph
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approved its Urban Forest Master Plan in 2011, with an unrealistic goal of achieving 40% tree
canopy cover by 2031, from the current ~19-20% (Guelph, 2012). The City Hall interviewees
were unaware if Guelph’s tree cover is decreasing because of insufficient tracking and no
periodic aerial photography or other monitoring, but the interviewees said Guelph’s Urban Forest
Management Plan will likely put more focus upon tracking (Guelph, 2012). According to the
City Hall interviewees, the then Mayor Karen Farbridge in 2011 wanted a lofty goal to
incentivize protective efforts (Guelph, 2009; Guelph, 2012). Although the City Hall interviewees
told me that Guelph’s farms are decreasing in numbers, the one interviewee emphasized that
Guelph’s farmland history and ongoing smart growth pressures have long limited Guelph’s tree
canopy (Guelph, 2012). Moreover, the one interviewee at Guelph’s City Hall emphasized that
the City intentionally avoids planting in some parts to environmentally uphold Guelph’s habitat
diversity (Guelph, 2012; Veldman et al., 2015). Guelph’s Official Plan includes policies specific
to various environmental concerns, such as in the Natural Heritage Action Plan (Guelph, 2018).
As an example of Guelph’s more specialized policies, the City Hall interviewees discussed a
secondary plan for the Clair-Maltby area (Guelph, June 2017). The interviewees brought up
Guelph’s Climate Change Office, for which one individual works on climate change adaptation,
including tree planting (Guelph, 2018). The City Hall interviewees said larger municipalities
typically have dedicated climate change components. In Guelph, the City Hall interviewee said
the City’s Official Plan delineates between different tree lands (Guelph, 2018). General urban
forest policies apply to street and backyard trees (Guelph, 2018). The City Hall interviewees said
cultural woodlands fit under the natural heritage system, while significant woodlands “are no
touch” (Guelph, 2012).
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In another interview with two interviewees, I spoke with staff at the UTRCA (Brick,
2013). One of the UTRCA interviewees described an internal program that integrates tree
conservation and educational outreach. The UTRCA interviewee told me that Communities for
Nature began in 1989/1990 out of a car in Stratford and grew to collaborate with many
organizations (UTRCA, 2018). Communities for Nature links trees to curriculums and
businesses, among other efforts (UTRCA, 2018). The other UTRCA interviewee focuses upon
increasing tree cover on private land, especially with farmers (UTRCA, 2018). Both UTRCA
interviewees said that the local municipality has worked toward reforestation since 1947 when
soil erosion was a critical issue. More recently, the farming focused UTRCA interviewee said
blow sand continues as a problem. UTRCA’s watershed report card happens every 5 years,
which UTRCA pioneered before becoming provincially standardized. Regarding local policy, the
UTRCA interviewees mentioned Saint Marys’ urban forest management plan and London’s
various tree efforts. The one UTRCA interviewee described long-term canopy targets, while the
other interviewee described shorter yet sometimes multi-year projects.
Table 1: Presence of a Forest Management Plan for participant municipalities.
Participant:
Place
Huron
Wellington
London
Dufferin
Essex
Chatham-Kent
Guelph

Position
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
CA
CA
CA
Municipal (×3)
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Query:
Forest Management Plan
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Not at the County level.
No.
Yes.

4.1.2 1B: Who manages the tree focused operations?
Although mills in western Canada are independent, occasional audits lead to some
monitoring. Among Canadian planting companies, Summit focuses upon western Canada (Bell,
2015). The planting interviewee emphasized Brinkman as a company that prompted much of the
reforestation efforts back in the 1980s (Bell, 2015). Previously, prisoners carried out a lot of
plantings (Bell, 2015). Nevertheless, this tree planter mentioned the early 20th century as the start
of many tree conservation activities, and the 1960s as a cultural shift for environmentalism.
Rather than consider seasonal crop yields, the tree planting interviewee described some of the
logging tactics used. Camp bosses lead tree planting teams, while an onsite camp boss oversaw
several crews (Bell, 2015). A crew boss tracked costs and used a mapping app called Avenza
Maps (Bowering et al., 2018). During audits, the overseeing private mill ensures standards. Mills
handle time constrained contracts and if necessary, contract holders subcontract tasks or hand off
contracts entirely (Ekers & Sweeney, 2010). The tree planting interviewee said that the ratio
between male and female planters was similar. The interviewee added that tree planters tended to
be in their late teens to mid-20s (Bell, 2015). Of the migrant workers, the interviewee said all
came from developed countries. The lack of bilingualism among supervising staff presented a
French language barrier to some Quebec workers. Many workers also came from Ontario,
apparently because workers thought Ontario paid worse. Word of mouth attracts many tree
planters (Bell, 2015). According to the tree planting interviewee, workers regularly returned each
summer for the social and recreational aspects of the job. This interviewee, like other tree
planters I heard from, told me that the use of narcotics was extensive. Other planters expressed
frequent drug use as well, including intoxication while tree planting. Many tree planters
purportedly held relaxed views of alcohol and cannabis. For orderliness, cars held five people per
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vehicle. For safety, drivers gave up their keys on party nights and every car kept a first aid kit.
Nevertheless, the tree planting interviewee reported experimenting with various designer drugs,
including stimulants and hallucinogenic narcotics. The tree planter’s depiction of remote tree
planters echoed the bohemian lifestyle described in the tree planting literature (Bell, 2015).
For Huron, the municipal interviewee described working for the County’s Planning and
Development Department while upkeeping online presence through Forestry (Huron, 2014). The
arborist said described working with a variety of people, including ecologists, but that built
environment professionals are a common source of work. In addition to working alongside CAs,
the arborist works under the supervision of CAs. According to this arborist, CAs give comments
on proposals, which this arborist reworks until gaining approval. With multiple CAs to contend
with, the arborist also described working as a sub-consultant, such as for an engineering firm.
This arborist expressed having little experience with non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
though. With municipalities, the arborist expressed a standard dialogue of professionalism that
makes municipal interactions similar. As a specialized arborist, this interviewee described the job
as focused on tree care, albeit more so on insulation rather than post-monitoring. This arborist
described the job as a nonpartisan position.
The Wellington interviewee described staff as facilitators of volunteers. The interviewee
said GLP has 4 full-time staff and a lead hand for 9 months, which may later go to full-time.
However, staff turnover and training issues are a problem. During the winter, GLP’s full-time
staff plan for the year (Wellington, 2018a).
The London interviewee described working for Urban Forestry Planning, with the
management of operations done by London’s Transportation & Roadside Operations Division of
Environmental and Engineering Services (London, 2017a). London’s Corporate Asset
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Management Program tracks costs (London, 2013). London benefits from partnerships, like
UTRCA, ReForest London, and TD Friends of the Environment (UTRCA, 2018). Furthermore,
the interviewee said some of London’s efforts go beyond City boundaries. To plant trees,
London uses contracts (London, 2014).
The Dufferin respondent wrote that the annual budget tracks costs and that they do not
consider private planting in their program (Dufferin, n.d.). Dufferin County Forest also works
with other County Departments and municipalities (Dufferin, n.d.). Essex respondent said the
CA is independent but consults with others. For example, the respondent said the ERCA works
with their funders such as “Forests Ontario through the Ontario 50 [Million Tree Program],
Ontario Power Generation,” and does “tours of project sites for funders” (Tecumseh, 2017).
ERCA works with other CAs and “PDAs (Planting delivery agents).” ERCA tracks its costs,
with a typical planting costing $1.25 per “seedling, plus $0.65 to plant, and $0.40 to warranty,
additional spray and replant if necessary." According to the respondent, the ERCA plants the
trees. The respondent wrote that the ERCA has two crews that machine plants seedlings and one
crew that hand plants seedlings. ERCA staffs both a forester and forestry tech, with “6-8
seasonal contract” tree planters, and 3 seasonal staff who help plant and spray trees. ERCA sells
trees “at full cost” but funds “75%-90%” of tree planting “to help landowners with 1 acre [(0.4
hectares)] or greater plantings.”
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said the LTVCA has 4 full-time staff and 3 seasonal tree
planters over a 6-week period. In addition to funding, the municipalities give some guidance to
LTVCA. The interviewee said that given the LTVCA’s history of tree planting and available
office space, LTVCA expanded its staff to carry out tree conservation rather than the local
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municipalities. However, the LTVCA workforce carry out many tasks which creates challenges
for tree conservation (LTVCA, 2004).
The Guelph forestry interviewee said the City does much of the tree focused work inhouse, with the operations managed by the manager of Parks Operations and Forestry (Guelph,
2012; Guelph, 2018). The City Hall interviewees said Guelph does most of the tree efforts while
the GRCA focuses upon regulating wetlands, which can include some tree efforts (Brick, 2013).
GRCA focuses on flood protection, for which Guelph has two main converging rivers. The
forestry interviewee said that with the EAB problem, Guelph sometimes contracts workers for
short-term tasks (Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). Guelph’s Urban Forest Management Plan
recommended hiring a registered professional forester, forest technologists, and a GIS
technologist, which have dramatically increased Guelph’s operations according to the forestry
interviewee (Guelph, 2012). According to the forestry interviewee, Guelph funds local volunteer
groups to plant trees. The forestry interviewee described the urban forestry circle as a tightknit
community that meets each year, such as during the Canadian Urban Forest Network
(CANUFNET), the Ontario Urban Forest Conference, the biannual Canadian Urban Forest
Conference, and daily communication (Bardekjian, 2015). Furthermore, the forestry interviewee
said Guelph collaborates with the University of Guelph and shares information with other
municipalities. The City Hall interviewees gave an example of a University of Guelph student
doing aerial work with Guelph’s Urban Forestry some years ago. Guelph’s Forestry Department
works with the Ontario Public Interest Research Group (OPIRG), Guelph Urban Forest Friends
(GUFF), and Trees for Guelph (Guelph, 2012; Seto, 2018). Trees for Guelph also shares ties
with public school boards (Guelph, 2012).
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The UTRCA interviewees reiterated the independence of their CA, while also elaborating
upon their widespread appeal (UTRCA, 2018). Between the two UTRCA interviewees, these
individuals work with many landowners and organizations. One of the UTRCA interviewees said
that the UTRCA plants internally but admitted that many other CA do not plant internally. The
other UTRCA interviewee said that students and community members help plant trees, with TD
Tree Day as a big event. This interviewee said volunteers plant many bareroot, with the program
emphasizing the quality of planting over the number of trees planted. As part of this effort, two
staff members help volunteers with each tree planting, including tugging planted trees to check
plantings.
4.1.3 1C: What could governments at various levels do to help tree efforts in your area?
The tree planting interviewee did not know of the government’s role in tree planting.
According to the tree planting interviewee, the logging company uses 30-80-year windows for
tree maturation. The tree planting interviewee felt that carbon incentives could promote further
tree planting (Bhatti et al., 2003).
For Huron, the municipal interviewee felt that the Provincial Government could protect
Southern Ontario’s forest cover through developing a tree conservation program. The
interviewee described Eastern Ontario as “a patchwork of bylaws” but warned that big
government programs struggle to account for smaller private landholders. Moreover, political
disagreements hurt the efficacy of Ontario’s carbon pricing schemes. Among historical
challenges, Premier Mike Harris’ municipal restructuring led to problematic tensions among
Huron’s lower-tier municipalities (Sanction, 2000). Remarking upon relations with ministries,
the Huron interviewee expressed the irony in the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
(MNRF) removing their last forester in Southern Ontario upon adding Forestry to their name.
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This interviewee said MNFR gives almost no resources to Huron. Among Huron’s collaboration
with NGOs, the interviewee said the Ontario Woodlot Association (OWA) holds its largest
chapter in Huron County and Perth County with approximately 160 members (OWA, n.d.a). The
OWA helps private landholders realize better income by improved management (OWA, n.d.a).
The interviewees for both Huron and Chatham-Kent said level agricultural lands were more
prone to deforestation early on. Perth County purportedly has much level agricultural land and
the lowest forest cover, at 7-8%, of any Southwestern Ontario municipality with a tree bylaw.
Given EAB, Perth County’s historically higher ash composition affects its current cover.
The arborist said that municipalities try to cover many concerns but emphasized that
municipalities can lack staff and conservation plans. As a relevant piece of legislation. For
agriculture, the arborist mentioned the Navigable Waters Act, the arborist expressed frustration
that some people may try to justify tree removal as a normal farm practice, which the Farm
Practices Protection Act of 1988 introduced (Montpetit, 2002). For tree incentives, the arborist
described an idea of subsidizing farmers for tree conservation, much like the ALUS program
(Fleury, Reddick, & Tandon, 2010). The arborist added that tax benefits for farmers conserving
tree lands could do more than increased CA funding. The arborist mentioned hearing that people
are planting and removing hedgerows at similar rates. Reflecting on past work experience, the
arborist mentioned working with First Nations, which is distinct from surrounding jurisdictions
and presents different processes. When I asked the arborist about government opportunities to
improve tree conservation activities, the arborist expressed much interest in assisted migration.
Although the arborist said others are increasingly becoming interested in assisted migration as
well, such as the CAs that formerly only wanted to plant locally common trees about 10 years
ago. The arborist mentioned giving a talk about assisted migration at the Natural Channel Design
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(NCD) Conference, for which this arborist typically goes to every year. For other conferences,
this arborist mentioned sometimes going to the International Society of Arboriculture Ontario
(ISAO) Conference and Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRIECA) Conference. The
arborist liked the idea of the government putting carbon revenues into tree conservation projects.
For new development, the arborist said frameworks should involve soil conservation. The
arborist said the Provincial Government should outline minimum provincial standards for
municipal trees while being careful not to use too much top-down control.
The Wellington County interviewee critically emphasized the importance of public
nurseries for helping tree planting. The interviewee said that nurseries gave 350,000-750,000
trees to Wellington in the 1970s and 1980s. Moreover, the interviewee said provincial nurseries
used to give Wellington 20-30 million trees each year, but privatization pushed many nurseries
out of business, leading to current tree numbers at 2 million trees. Formerly, Wellington’s GLP
received $2,000-2,500 in seeds from the closed Angus seed plant (Pritchard, May 14, 2018). As a
result, GLP must collect more evergreen seeds in addition to hardwoods, bushes, and shrubs. The
Wellington interviewee frustratingly said Canada subsidizes oil by billions of dollars each year
but neglects tree conservation (Sawyer & Stiebert, 2010). Without Angus’ specialized machinery
to nurse seeds, the interviewee mentioned how GLP must find other sources, but that Somerville
Nurseries, Forest Care, and the GRCA are all taking different approaches to supply their
demands (LTVCA, 2004; Pritchard, May 14, 2018). More recently, Arc Industries’ products
became less compelling when minimum wage increased (Lovell, 2018). Despite some nursery
challenges, this interviewee spoke about how Wellington County’s Conservative MPP, Ted
Arnott, is a big supporter of GLP (Arnott, 2015). The interviewee from Wellington likes the idea
of having buy-in from municipalities, the province, and the federal government all contributing a
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third of tree conservation costs. The province could subsidize farmers who plant trees but felt
that top-down approaches do not work well. The London interviewee mentioned working with
the Parks & Natural Areas Planning and Design, Parks Operations, as well as meeting with the
Canada Revenue Agency (GCA) twice a year.
The Dufferin respondent desired financial incentive beyond the Managed Forest Tax
Incentive Program (MFTIP) and wrote that carbon pricing could serve to do so (Clark &
McLeman, 2012). Moreover, the Essex respondent expressed the desire for a “Managed Forest
Tax Incentive for properties with” forested area under 1 hectare as “set by the Managed Forest
Tax incentive program” or “other tax exemptions for these smaller properties” (Clark &
McLeman, 2012). For assistance, the Essex respondent wrote that governments could help the
ERCA through deeper collaboration and education “of core programs.”
The Chatham-Kent interviewee voiced displeasure while laughing that the province
outlines goals for the LTVCA without giving funds, let alone input for how or why to do so.
LTVCA works with Chatham-Kent’s Roads Department, with the interviewee wanting further
collaboration. LTVCA also works with the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) on Highway 401,
such as for adjacent planting sites beside snow drifting spots. The Chatham-Kent interviewee felt
a tree protection bylaw would help, but that this may be politically untenable unless mandated by
higher government. Unlike Chatham-Kent, which notably contends with bickering, the ChathamKent interviewee pointed to Norfolk County as an agricultural municipality in which local
organizations agree upon the importance of natural heritage. The Chatham-Kent interviewee
expressed interest in the Alternative Land Use Service (ALUS) program, which offsets the cost
of tree conservation by paying landowners per hectare at a rate comparable to agricultural market
prices for a given hectare (Fleury, Reddick, & Tandon, 2010). The Chatham-Kent interviewee
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said that the ALUS program started out west in the prairies before becoming a pilot project in
Norfolk County, where it ran for a decade (Fleury, Reddick, & Tandon, 2010). After some
success, ALUS expanded into Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex, and in 2019, Chatham-Kent as well
(Fleury, Reddick, & Tandon, 2010).
The Guelph forestry interviewee wanted policy that incentivizes private-side urban forest
enhancement, because for Guelph, much of the tree canopy is on private property (Guelph,
2012). The forestry interviewee also emphasized the importance of promoting planting
opportunities (Guelph, 2012). At the provincial and federal level, the forestry interviewee
expressed the need for stronger policy. However, the forestry interviewee voiced reassurance in
the upcoming Municipal Act, set for March 2019, to mandate that municipalities should have the
tools to implement tree policies.
I told Guelph’s City Hall interviewees that marketing researchers use Guelph as a
representative Canadian city, but the City Hall interviewees described Guelph’s tree conservation
as an anomaly (Cranfield, Henson, & Masakure, 2011). Among the differences between
Southern Ontario municipalities, the interviewees saw Toronto and the GTA lead as beacons of
tree conservation (Guelph, 2012). One of the City Hall interviewees gave an example of a recent
project along Toronto’s Bloor Street in which every tree received 30 cubic metres of soil
(Ordóñez et al., 2018). The City Hall interviewee went on to say that Toronto’s infrastructure,
like pipes, are undersized for its density, which leads to flooding issues. To the amusement of the
City Hall interviewees, I mentioned the origin of Toronto’s name, Tkaronto, means “where there
are trees standing in the water” in Mohawk (Martin, 2014). The City Hall interviewees said
Toronto enforces a tree bylaw that protects trees overhanging onto neighbouring properties if the
neighbours express benefiting from the trees. Higher government could help Guelph with grants
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and incentives (Guelph, 2012). The City Hall interviewees said a carbon pricing plan could
reward certain activities with government matched tree planting or if people planted trees
themselves, the government could pay them or give tax breaks. One of the City Hall interviewees
expressed the need for more soil protection, saying how new developments strip topsoil while
only laying down half a foot (~15 cm) of topsoil at the end. One of the City Hall interviewees
brought up that farmers did not put up windbreaks for aesthetics, but for soil wellbeing. Guelph’s
City Hall interviewee said the multidisciplinary nature of local tree conservation, leads to
communication challenges, especially with engineers (Guelph, 2012). The Forestry Act can
protect boundary trees if a citizen sues another citizen, but the municipality would not cover this
(Guelph, 2009).
The UTRCA interviewees said more funding would help their tree conservation efforts.
One of the UTRCA interviewees mentioned that the Conservatives said they will re-evaluate
forest conservation efforts after closing Angus (Pritchard, May 14, 2018). A UTRCA
interviewee said that communication issues sometimes hurt the UTRCA’s efforts (UTRCA,
2018). When doing compensation planting, this interviewee aims for at least double, but the
other interviewee lamented that a bunch of new trees does make up for a 100-year-old woodlot.
The UTRCA interviewees said many roadside trees and woodlots are old but that woodlots are
getting younger. One of the UTRCA interviewees said that the downloading of municipal
conservation led to the loss of protections and a loss of legitimacy, which is why the Provincial
Government should affirm top-down controls by adding rigidity to tree conservation. This
UTRCA interviewee said municipalities do not enforce bylaws well, adding that instead of a
mild penalty, municipalities should charge a substantial fine for illegal woodland clearing.
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4.2 Policy (for all public officials)
4.2.1 2A: What are the policy barriers at various levels of government?
As Huron’s tree enforcement is mostly complaint-based, the municipality uses a postharvest inspection for monitoring and a notice of intent system for enforcement (Huron, 2013).
Huron uses a detailed tree inventory for County forests, which is not online (Huron, 2014).
Although Huron does not inventory private woodlands, the County has done some studies
(Huron, 2014). With municipal funding, the Huron interviewee mentioned that the CAs carry out
most promotion activities including information nights, news releases, newspaper ads, radio ads,
and online efforts (Huron, 2014). Given that deciduous woodlands typify Huron, the interviewee
emphasized that forests, unlike corn and soybean farms, do not need active management.
However, the Huron interviewee said active management helps lands self-rejuvenate trees
without direct human planting. Rather than manage individual endangered species, the Huron
interviewee felt that habitat conservation could more aptly protect species.
The arborist I spoke with described not performing an enforcement role but a more
assistive role. This arborist said that navigating bylaws is easy enough, but at the provincial
level, different woodlot definitions can create confusion. The arborist said the lack of green
infrastructure funding may be the biggest policy barrier for tree conservation. Furthermore, the
arborist gave an example of municipalities sometimes making landowners pay for planting rather
than penalize them for illegal clearing. For work, this arborist said First Nations’ work can take
longer because of further oversight, but that greater consultation efforts may be to the benefit of
First Nations. This arborist expressed the desire for a better tree inventory system and mentioned
that the Huron forester is working on an inventory, albeit one that is not publicly accessible.
Reflecting upon past MTO work, this arborist mentioned the strict tree planting setbacks, but
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considered these setbacks reasonable while adding that the harsh conditions typically prevent
trees from growing close to roads anyway. The arborist also gave a right-of-way example of a
multi-lane trail that had enough room for future expansion, which prevented tree plantings.
Among collaborative tasks, the arborist said engineers sometimes present different priorities and
lack an understanding about softscape factors, but that longer relationships help. Comparatively,
this arborist said more landscape architects and ecologists could help the direction of projects.
Among the technical difficulties, the arborist said the local area has a high deer population,
which eat young hardwood trees but not spruce. Even in London, the arborist said a recent
motorcyclist fatally hit a deer near the University of Western Ontario. The arborist also said
beavers create problems.
Wellington purportedly struggles with enforcement, such as only having 6 months to
catch people. The Wellington interviewee said frequent and precise enough satellite imagery
could help. Currently, the interviewee said Wellington does aerial photography every 2 years but
does not check survival rates. For accommodation, the interviewee said GLP does not put a
property lien on trees. However, this interviewee said Wellington regulates tree land over 1
hectare, with an ongoing lawsuit pending for 10 hectares. Farmers can still square off agricultural
lands by clearing adjacent trees, but that Wellington withholds permission for environmentally
sensitive concerns like connection corridors and tablelands.
Given Wellington’s rural circumstances, the Wellington interviewee mentioned London’s
tree bylaws, including one which relates to public enforcement and another relating to municipal
tree efforts (London, 2014). As part of London’s tree efforts, the City inventories its boulevard
trees and some park trees (London, 2014). The London interviewee mentioned that London
includes speciality mapped tree protection areas and a second protected tree type for trees over
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50 cm, known as distinctive trees; both of which are publicly accessible. The interviewee felt
that being a single-tier municipality gives London more flexibility for its operations, such as with
their distinctive tree catalogue. London’s Meeting Tree is their only heritage tree yet (London,
n.d.). In the first 6 months of London’s recent tree bylaw, the interviewee said the City did not
enforce their new bylaw.
The Dufferin respondent wrote that “Dufferin County did have a tree cutting by-law, but
it was rescinded in 2013” (Tremblay, 2013). The respondent said that although the Dufferin’s
land use planning does not directly affect “the management of the County Forest,” land use
planning does impact the “overall maintenance of tree cover through natural heritage systems” in
Dufferin. A Dufferin County Forest inventory is available upon request (Dufferin, n.d.).
The Wellington interviewee said farmers in Essex cut down trees in preparation of a tree
protection bylaw which the County’s Council voted down. Although I did not find this exact
incident, other interviewees reiterated tree clearing as a response to proposed tree protection
bylaws. Moreover, I found a history of property rights activists clearcutting trees (Bowley,
2015). The Essex respondent pointed out that the “Town of Amherstburg recently implemented a
by-law to preserve trees on municipal lands” but that Essex lacks any other bylaws. Only
Windsor is purportedly inventorying its municipal trees. Notwithstanding the piecemeal
government action, the respondent wrote that Essex does not have much logging.
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said that money is not so much a problem but finding
land often is. The farming focused UTRCA interviewee described the pushback in ChathamKent to a proposed forest bylaw and said ownership turnover can lead to the loss of living tree
barriers. Many people misconstrue LTVCA as a municipal entity, but people have purportedly
become more aware since the bylaw controversy. The Chatham-Kent interviewee mentioned that
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after the office closed for the Ministry of Natural Resource (MNR; now, MNRF), the area has
had less enforcement, and added that without a bylaw, there can be no substantial enforcement.
Although Chatham-Kent does not municipally delineate types of tree lands, the interviewee said
the MNRF specifies a forest as a diverse mix of tree species as over an acre (0.4 hectares), which
excludes windbreaks, orchards, golf courses, and by extension, many of the LTVCA’s efforts.
The interviewee said that Chatham-Kent’s Planning Department may have a system for
triggering tree approvals. However, the Chatham-Kent interviewee said that if a given tree is not
provincially significant or if the area is not of natural scientific interest, then a landowner can
clear forests. This interviewee said Chatham-Kent’s only ways of protecting sensitive lands, such
as open wetlands or swamps, are through provincially significant wetlands. The Chatham-Kent
interviewee also said that courts discount satellite photography because such photography may
have inaccurate timestamps or spatial depiction, which limits enforcement capabilities. In a
recent court case, LTVCA won against a landowner, which led to the person having to replant
the area. However, this case cost a lot of money for LTVCA and the interviewee said the planted
trees will not be the same as the former forest. The Chatham-Kent interviewee expressed
sympathies for bylaw officers’ difficult jobs. Bylaw officers can trigger a compensation cheque
for tree planting, but without knowing if replanting happened, then authorities cannot do
anything. Moreover, the Chatham-Kent interviewee said Councils can override a bylaw officer’s
decision and do so without following the bylaws. As the LTVCA is not the policymaker, the
Chatham-Kent interviewee expressed that the LTVCA is set up as an educating leader, while the
municipality is politically motivated (LTVCA, 2004).
The Guelph forestry interviewee described enforcement as complaint-based (Guelph,
2012). Guelph uses a tree bylaw as the main policy control for tree removal and replacement
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(Guelph, 2012). Compensation rates create an issue, because replacing one tree with other trees
does not make up for canopy cover (Guelph, 2012). Instead, the forestry interviewee expressed
the desire for more effective policy, but that their monitoring has strengthened their efforts.
Guelph inventories the City’s street and park trees, adding that residents can access this (Guelph,
2012). Guelph has not completed an inventory of their woodlands nor private-side trees (Guelph,
2018). The forestry interviewee said the inventory involved on-site staff using a collector app on
a tablet, with sample-based data extrapolation for estimating tree species composition. Guelph
measures their canopy cover with satellite imagery (Guelph, 2012).
The Guelph City Hall interviewees said the Places to Grow Act leads to intensification,
but developers and buyers prefer townhouses over apartment buildings (Guelph, 2009). The City
Hall interviewees mentioned repeatedly how Guelph’s Engineering Department ignores tree
conservation in their standards, which may change over the next few years. One City Hall
interviewee said Guelph and Sudbury are the only municipalities in Ontario that do not show
trees in the right-of-way. The same City Hall interviewee expressed frustration with engineers’
right-of-way standards because the City can push infrastructure underground. Guelph lacks staff
and struggles to access proper land for planting. Moreover, Guelph’s Urban Forest Management
Plans need finances, with one of the interviewees saying the City has only tackled 4 or 5
recommendations of the 20 in Guelph’s Urban Forest Management Plan (Guelph, 2012). The
other City Hall interviewee said that for the Provincial Policy Statement, the Provincial
Government’s Natural Heritage Reference Manual should better clarify significant woodlands
and offer stricter criteria for preserving smaller woodlands. Guelph’s City Council created a 0.2hectare threshold compromise for its private tree bylaw, but this exempts potentially over 90% of
people (Guelph, 2012). Guelph has no public tree bylaw but holds an expectation of keeping the
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City to the same standard of compensation. Guelph officials wants more monitoring, whether on
ground or through aerial photography. However, the City Hall interviewees said that the City did
aerial photography during the consultation of its tree policy development (Guelph, 2012).
People often mistake the UTRCA as a regulatory body (albeit, UTRCA has an
Environmental Planning & Regulations Unit) (UTRCA, 2018). Although local municipalities
each have tree bylaws, the UTRCA interviewees described enforcement as complaint-based and
the local bylaws as typical. One UTRCA interviewee said interested individuals in Oxford
County who want to clear a woodlot must fill out an application. The UTRCA interviewees
described London’s DBH bylaw as quite recent. However, the UTRCA interviewees lamented
that elected officials do not always follow their bylaws. While one UTRCA interviewee did not
seem phased by policy, the other interviewee described the MNRF as “disconnected from the
field.” As part of a survival assessment, the UTRCA also does a random minimum 10% survival
assessment along with a visual characterization of tree wellbeing.
Table 2: Policy issues for participant areas of tree conservation.
Participant:
Place
Western Canada
Huron
Huron
Wellington
London
Dufferin
Essex
Chatham-Kent
Guelph
Guelph
Upper Thames

Position
Planter
Municipal
Arborist
Municipal
Municipal
CA
CA
CA
Municipal (Forestry)
Municipal (City Hall ×2)
CA (×2)
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Query:
Policy issues
Focus on cultivation, not environment.
Enforcement tools.
Right-of-way.
Enforcement tools; tree sourcing cost.
Planting sites.
Enforcement tools.
Unresponsive policy.
Planting sites; unresponsive policy.
Enforcement tools; compensation.
Right-of-way; soil management.
Enforcement tools; compensation.

4.2.2 2B: What has the public uptake been like for the local tree program?
While municipal engagement with the public can take on many forms, the Huron
interviewee felt public uptake was good. Huron’s CA has put a strong focus upon windbreaks
and living snow fences, which the interviewee considered their best opportunities for increasing
agricultural tree cover (Huron, 2014). The Huron interviewee also desired better provincial input
(Huron, 2014).
The arborist I spoke with emphasized that “community-based stuff works the best” and
mentioned volunteer service clubs as playing a key role. However, this arborist said volunteers
have limited impact. This arborist relies upon word of mouth and does little public engagement.
Regarding ownership turnover, the arborist said farmers plant on adjacent municipal lands.
Among the community factors, the arborist said that a resident’s culture may have a greater
effect than age. In right-of-way instances that prevent roadside planting, the arborist offers
provisional trees to adjacent property owners, but said if someone is of a Mediterranean cultural
background, the person may refuse a new tree with little utility or horticultural appeal (Fraser &
Kenney, 2000).
The London interviewee said +80% of residents accept the tenets of City’s tree efforts,
which was based upon related survey data. London performs some outreach online, through
talks, ReForest London, National Tree Day, and in the last week of September, London
celebrates Forest Week. According to the Wellington interviewee, ReForest London shadowed
Wellington’s GLP as part of an effort to recreate their success through the Trillium Foundation
grant. The interviewee also mentioned that ReForest London is looking into creating a model
like GLP.
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The Wellington interviewee said GLP uses the back page of Wellington Advertiser and
the County’s social media. However, some County employees do not know about how GLP
works, so the interviewee works to make GLP newsworthy, such as at the Erin Fall Fair giving
out trees as part of their theme and even hosting birthdays (Wellington, September 27, 2018).
The Wellington interviewee mentioned that as the world’s agricultural biomass has increased,
soil organic matter has decreased, making human impact larger. To avoid $250,000 in auditing,
the interviewee said Wellington created Green Legacy Building Standards (emerald standards),
which mirrors LEED Silver, but is more of an honour system (Chen, Innes, & Tikina, 2010).
The London interviewee wanted a strong educational aspect and felt culture is critical to
tree stewardship. London encourages people plant nut and fruit bearing trees on private lands
(London, 2014). London also uses tree care agreements for community gardens (London, 2014).
The interviewee said a close split between homeowners and tree care companies make up
London’s two biggest users of permits. Some tree care companies charge a permit fee, with
permits taking 2-3 weeks, but a black market purportedly exists for cutting down trees.
Previously, the interviewee said London charged $75 for every tree removal but now charges
$100 flat fee for permits, in part to ease logging complaints. As part of London’s marketing, the
City uses workshops and media to account for different demographics (London, 2014). This
interviewee said London did a campaign for planting native tree species. London pursues
different funding schemes for different planting (London, 2014). If people cannot plant trees
themselves, the interviewee said London offers tree planting services.
The Dufferin interviewee said the Dufferin County Forest engages private landowners
when such interactions arise (Dufferin, n.d.). Although the interviewee did not detail outreach by
the Dufferin County Forest, the respondent wrote that the Dufferin County Forest serves
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“indirect public education” through outdoor exposure but that education could help their efforts
(Dufferin, n.d.). However, the respondent wrote that the Dufferin County Forest is developing
volunteer opportunities through “the Friends of the Dufferin County Forest” (Dufferin, 2018).
The Essex respondent wrote that landowners are typically interested in the ERCA’s
program, but that increasing awareness is difficult (ERCA, 2018). ERCA tries to educate clients
at “every opportunity” and that the CA host “community events where the public participates in
planting larger trees” while learning about the benefits (ERCA, 2018). ERCA does “some
targeted mail outs, signs on project sites,” and online advertisements, “but a lot of [the ERCA’s]
program is spread by word of mouth.” The respondent wrote that demographics “like age,
income, and family are very important.” Many Essex sites belong to landowners over 45 years of
age “without young kids” and include “larger estate type lots or old hobby farm sites” with
“access to machinery or income to purchase.” However, “time commitments” pose the need for a
way whereby landowners could "pay to have everything done for them.” For private trees, the
ERCA does not have stewardship agreements if land changes owners.
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said LTVCA does workshops and open houses (LTVCA,
2004). LTVCA’s main clients are hobby farmers and cottagers. After an individual dug up trees
to sell, the LTVCA chose to give people a non-legally binding 1-page agreement so that
landowners know they must upkeep their trees for up to 10 years. Many people view the local
lands as the best agricultural lands in Canada and use this argument as a justification for growing
crops instead of conserving trees. However, the Chatham-Kent interviewee said Chatham-Kent
and Essex have more species at risk than anywhere else in Canada, especially with flatter lands.
The Chatham-Kent interviewee felt that LTVCA has saturated their educational efforts and yet
production farms still view trees as a hindrance. As an example, the Chatham-Kent interviewee
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said a vocal resident whose grandfather blew up trees with dynamite complained about the trees.
The Chatham-Kent interviewee connected these anti-tree sentiments to Colonel Talbot who
divvied up forested lands to Ontario immigrants with the expectation that newcomers clear land
for farming. Moreover, the Chatham-Kent interviewee explained that officials told settlers to
follow black walnut, which is the most valuable tree and one that revealed rich soils. However,
the Chatham-Kent interviewee pointed out that “all other industries in Canada are regulated” but
that governments give agriculture more leeway to destroy sensitive lands.
The City Hall interviewees for Guelph said residents typically like trees if trees are out of
their way. Guelph’s residents and groups help plant many trees on public land (Guelph, 2012).
According to the City Hall interviewees, Guelph hosts an annual Great Tree Hunt, which
promotes tree conservation while also helping inventory efforts for Guelph’s urban forestry
(Guelph, 2012). Guelph’s trails have educational signage. The Guelph forestry interviewee said
they have not formally surveyed public perception but will distribute a 2019 survey for their full
review. However, the forestry interviewee thought that Guelph’s residents are appreciative of
their efforts but that a vocal minority criticizes Guelph’s tree bylaw for not being robust enough.
Unlike GLP, the forestry interviewee said the urban forestry team does not host fieldtrips or
volunteer opportunities, but that such stewardship activities exist through some related
endeavours, such as a part-time stewardship coordinator (Guelph, 2012). Guelph’s Trails and
Natural Stewardship does outreach through Forestry (Guelph, 2018). City officials are working
on an EnviroGuide to hand out to residents in new subdivisions (Guelph, 2018). The forestry
interviewee mentioned doing a classroom through Forests Ontario outside of work. The forestry
interviewee said they carry out workshops though (Guelph, 2012).
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One of the UTRCA interviewees said public uptake has grown, with teachers on
Communities for Nature waiting lists every year. This UTRCA interviewee mentioned Stoney
Creek volunteers of all ages. This UTRCA interviewee gave credit to their social media person
as helping their outreach effort. The UTRCA interviewee said they work on both weekdays and
weekends, leading to many outreach opportunities. As an example, a London Hydro event was
popular enough for police to shut them down, leading to a later lottery system needing London
Hydro ID and online receipts. Similarly, their annual London Earth Day event also creates
special problems. The farming focused UTRCA interviewee mentioned doing local newspaper
advertisements, including recent joint advertisement with a conservation group. This UTRCA
interviewee also brought up a Forests Ontario workshop. Each year, UTRCA does a rural
landowner workshop (UTRCA, 2018). The UTRCA interviewees emphasized the importance of
word of mouth and cultural acceptance of tree conservation.
4.2.3 2C: How is funding ensured for tree focused efforts?
Huron uses a set budget for forest conservation and stewardship with a couple of
employees dedicated to this task (Huron, 2015). As an upper-tier municipality, the forestry staff
work proactively with both tiers (Huron, 2015). Huron includes a grant program called the Huron
Clean Water Project that shares up to 50% of funding for various tasks, with parallels to Oxford
County’s project (Huron, 2014). Provincial tax incentives exist for lower-tier activities, with the
Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program gives tax breaks comparable to agricultural holders to
woodland owners with an accepted plan involving a forester to direct operations (Huron, 2014).
The arborist said funding frameworks vary by project, with most funding coming from regional
budgets or CA grant money. The arborist said from experience that municipalities virtually
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always use tenders, including costs and potentially set costs for construction. However, this
arborist does not use cost-share programs.
The Wellington interviewee mentioned the County includes 7 lower-tier municipalities,
with all County taxes coming from lower-tier municipalities. Wellington exclusively funds GLP,
as it always has (Wellington, 2016). GLP has an operating budget and capital budget
(Wellington, 2016). The Rural Water Quality Programme offers financial incentives for
Wellington and Guelph, which can pay for 80% of costs, making planting costs quite small
(Wellington, 2016). At a million trees, the Wellington interviewee said economies of scale for
municipal tree planting level off.
The London interviewee said City Councillors are eager about preserving trees (London,
2017b). The interviewee said the City relies upon a 4-year budget cycle, which leads to funding
challenges, but London’s tree operations do not tap into grant funds (London, 2014). London’s
treeMe grant alleviates some tree conservation (London, May 3, 2018). London annually spends
a purported $400,000 to replace EAB trees, which amounts to 16,000 trees per year. Until a
couple of years ago, London did tree injections, but the interviewee said London has not seen
any Asian long-horned beetles, before knocking on wood. London is short staffed (London,
2014).
The Dufferin respondent said the County Forest mostly generates revenue from timber.
Recreational and tax revenues in the form of a municipal levy support the Dufferin County
Forest. The Essex respondent said grants cover 75-90% of CA project costs. ERCA receives
funding from the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) and MNRF
(ERCA, 2018). Grants can fully offset agricultural windbreaks if landowners offer labour.
Otherwise, the ERCA has a minimum seedling cost of $0.15 each, plus “the sweat equity of
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preparing the site” (ERCA, 2018). The Essex respondent wrote “that landowners with less then
the 9.88 acre [(1 hectare)] woodlots are generally hesitant to convert” their lands because “[t]hey
don’t want to lose the agricultural tax rate.”
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said bigger populations lead to bigger levies, regardless
of other local constraints, putting added pressure on LTVCA. In 2007, a Councillor from
Wallaceburg brought forward a tree cutting bylaw, as most other municipalities in Ontario have.
As a political compromise to backing down from a tree protection bylaw, the Council of
Chatham-Kent raised LTVCA’s municipal funding from $200,000 to $350,000 and helped
LTVCA hire a couple extra people. Municipal levies provide $200,000 for LTVCA to plant
trees, with another $800,000 coming from grants. Among LTVCA’s big funders, Forests Ontario
grants money per region. LTVCA’s prominent grant funding is a selling feature of the program.
However, the LTVCA must spend a lot of time dealing with grants and facing year-by-year
uncertainties, so the interviewee prefers municipal funding. LTVCA must outline projects, write
proposals, get letters of support, find money to match, follow annual deadlines, and if eligible for
a grant, LTVCA must do follow-up reports. Many funding programs specify survival
assessments, so the LTVCA aims for at least 80%, ideally without replanting. LTVCA stacks
many grants, including Ducks Unlimited, Tall Grass Ontario, Delta Water Foul, Ontario Power
Generation, Forests Ontario, Union Gas, and TD Bank. With LTVCA’s dependency upon grant
money, the Chatham-Kent interviewee expressed the problem of staff turnover whereby someone
may get experience at LTVCA before moving to another CA with better prospects, such as the
GRCA (Brick, 2013). According to the Chatham-Kent interviewee, LTVCA sells trees to
farmers at cost, estimated at $0.80 per tree, but with large enough areas, the LTVCA typically
alleviates more of the costs. For $1.25, the LTVCA will machine plant each tree.
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Guelph’s urban forestry team justifies their budget from their progress and plans, which
the Council approves with potential contingencies (Guelph, 2012). However, the forestry
interviewee stressed that too much quantifiable focus can devalue the cultural importance of
trees. The City Hall interviewees said Guelph’s Forestry Department focused more on grants
than the Planning Department (Seto, 2018). Small opportunities exist for partnerships and grants,
like the Great Lakes Guardian Community Fund grant for restoring riparian zones (Seto, 2018).
According to the forestry interviewee, a person in Guelph must pay $120 for a permit to cut
down a tree. All interviewees mentioned a $500 fee per tree without replacement. The City Hall
interviewees added that Guelph’s Forestry reviews mandated tree planting and that users cannot
simply plant a three to one compensation ratio on-site, so the money helps to balance
compensation. Forestry staff are making a tree technical manual with more compensation details
that could convert Guelph’s aggregated system into a DBH mass-based system. The forestry
interviewee gave an example of either a developer or group of developers took Guelph’s Official
Plan Amendment 42 to the OMB (now LPAT), but the OMB allowed this policy (Guelph, 2018).
Both UTRCA interviewees said bareroot trees cost an estimated $0.75-$2.75, and potted
trees cost up to $30 depending on size. Individual trees purportedly cost $15, formerly $10 per
tree, but are now online. UTRCA rely heavily upon grants (UTRCA, 2018). The farming focused
interviewee said much of the UTRCA shares costs. The UTRCA interviewee said landowners
should cover at least 20-25% of the cost because buy-in creates a sense of personal investment.
Both UTRCA interviewees expressed the need for a grant system, saying that over the past year,
seedling prices increased by 15% because of minimum wage increases (Lovell, 2018). The
farming focused interviewee touched on Forests Ontario’s 50 million tree program that applies to
≥1 hectare. This UTRCA interviewee mentioned that the Provincial Government funds Forests
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Ontario, which helps. Furthermore, this UTRCA interviewee said they received funding from
OEG, a program delivery agency, but that OEG is re-evaluating their application process. The
other UTRCA interviewee mentioned using grants from Tree Canada, Evergreen, TD, and Home
Hardware. Communities for Nature has worked with TD for 9 years but that this interviewee
would prefer if TD did not require public-side planting. Moreover, this UTRCA interviewee said
grants create uncertainty, but that Communities for Nature lives “on the edge.”
Table 3: Tree conservation funding sources for participant organizations.
Participant:
Place
Western Canada
Huron
Huron
Wellington
London
Dufferin
Essex
Chatham-Kent
Guelph
Upper Thames

Position
Planter
Municipal
Arborist
Municipal
Municipal
CA
CA
CA
Municipal (×3)
CA (×2)
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Query:
Funding sources
Mill.
Municipal; grants.
Projects.
Mostly municipal.
Municipal; grants.
Mostly timber sales; tourism; municipal.
Mostly grants; municipal.
Mostly grants; municipal.
Mostly municipal.
Mostly grants; municipal.

4.3

Operations (for managers, directors, and arborists of tree efforts)

4.3.1 3A: Where are the trees sourced?
Tree nurseries, ran by a mill, use selective breeding and hybridization for trees
(DeClerck, 2014). From these nurseries, 18-wheeler trucks ship tens of thousands of plastic
wrapped seedlings per load. As a piecework job, planters focus upon meeting quality thresholds
and efficient planting numbers (Bell, 2015). Workers deal with bundles of 15 trees. Workers
follow specifications, or ‘specs’ for short. For example, the tree planter said a western Canadian
forest specification would outline how a tree planter must not plant in moss nor the dripline of
other trees. Tree planters would have to recognize soil type, according to depth and moisture,
using their hands, eyes, and the instructions of supervising staff. Planting spots vary according to
site preparation after logging, such as machine dug groves, trenches, holes, mounds, or the lack
of preparation in scarified lands. If a planter did not properly plant a tree, supervising staff order
a replanting. More challenging planting spots offer further incentive for interested tree planters.
Each day, the interviewee said a worker may plant thousands of trees.
Huron uses bids to find tree harvesting contracts, which generates revenue into the Forest
Conservation Reserve (Huron, 2014). Huron’s forestry mostly involves selective cutting. As part
of the tree bylaw, loggers can only mark trees above a certain diameter limit (Huron, 2013).
According to the Huron interviewee, forestry has a 10-15 year cutting cycle which creates longterm economic uncertainty. Huron’s tree bylaw also outlines the requirements for good forestry
practice, as described by either an independent forester, a member of the Ontario Professional
Foresters Association or a qualified in-house forester (Huron, 2013). The Huron interviewee
added that the latter scenario allows the marking of any sized tree based upon good silvicultural
or forestry practices (Huron, 2014).
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The arborist I spoke with sources trees from private nurseries, such as St Williams and
Verbinnen’s Nursery which carry many native plants (Law & Wojcik, 2017). Instead of
contracts, the arborist specifies stock from nurseries. According to the arborist, a municipal tree
shortage has led to some tree sourcing from the USA. Out of difficulties like tracking issues, this
arborist does not put much emphasis upon the seed zone but tries to source trees from within
Ontario. However, the arborist said the industry is increasingly focusing on locally sourced trees.
That said, the arborist said that few organizations specify species composition for planting
projects. By contrast, the Wellington interviewee said GLP sources from seed zones, 32 and 33
(OWA, n.d.b).
The London interviewee said the City sources trees from a nursery, with a 3-year contract
allowing for an extension by a year. London focuses on native trees and that the seed source
should not run out for a few years. Up until recently, the interviewee said London used a bid
system which led to more uncertainties for both the City and nursery supplies. Now, London
officials inform the nursery of what they want in advance. Last year, the interviewee said
London planted 6,000 street trees as opposed to 1,500 under the bid system. The interviewee
added that London uses 5,000 trees as the baseline performance indicator as opposed to 1,600.
The Essex respondent said the ERCA has “a seed collection program where [ERCA staff
members] collect from local trees and ship them to the” “2-3 partner nurseries” “to be grown for
1-3 years.” Furthermore, the ERCA wants “to work with [Forest Gene Conservation Association]
and other partners to get some seed sources from Ohio” for assisted migration (Fox, 2012).
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said the LTVCA sources virtually all trees from three
private nurseries, including Somerville and Richardson’s Pineneedle Farms, with an emphasis on
seed zones (OWA, n.d.b). Each year, LTVCA incrementally tweaks an order before informing
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nurseries what they want. However, the Chatham-Kent interviewee said nurseries can let you
down, so buyers must check the quality of stock in advance. The Chatham-Kent interviewee also
emphasized the importance of developing relationships with nurseries. As part of these efforts,
LTVCA documents the species, stock number, seed source, nursery, and other information for
their biggest funder, Forests Ontario.
The Guelph forestry interviewee said Guelph may have had a tree nursery long ago, but
the City now gets trees from private nurseries and the GRCA. The forestry interviewee said
nursery trees “can be a mixed bag” but unlike some other interviews, Guelph does not inform
nurseries in advance, but puts out tenders, specifying only the tree species and not volumes or
seed zones (Guelph, 2012). Guelph has yet adopted assisted migration, but Guelph’s hotter urban
environment may exaggerate climatic conditions. Guelph considers many factors for tree
planting and uses a nursery storage bed during the winter. Anecdotally, the forestry interviewee
said that Guelph’s street trees potentially had 80% survival, but the forestry interviewee was
always diligent about distinguishing between empirical information and personal impressions
(Guelph, 2012).
The UTRCA interviewees source trees from private nurseries, like Somerville. Both
UTRCA interviewees said a built rapport led to positive relations with their nurseries. When the
Provincial Government privatized the St Williams Nursery, private nurseries initially cut corners
to save costs, but eventually, people became more accustomed to the new system (McDonough,
1997). A UTRCA interviewee mentioned an annual stock viewing day at private nurseries. I
asked this interviewee about the nurseries’ ability to scale supply, and the interviewee expressed
confidence in the nurseries but mentioned that a 3-5-year lead time. The other UTRCA
interviewee said the nurseries are amendable and do not involve any contracts. This UTRCA
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interviewee said that buying from a private nursery is more expensive than otherwise. However,
this UTRCA interviewee expressed confidence in saying that one of the private nurseries is on its
third generation of family ownership. According to the UTRCA interviewees, many factors
affect tree selection, with deer and to a lesser extent, beavers, being the main problem for trees.
UTRCA’s hardwoods are mostly grown as 1-year-old seedlings. The UTRCA’s watershed
includes the seed zones, 32 and 37 (OWA, n.d.b). One of the UTRCA interviewees said they do
not get trees as early in the spring, but that proximity affects tree sourcing, with one of nurseries
being an hour to an hour and a half away. Despite the UTRCA’s efforts, the interviewees said
climate change presents big uncertainties. However, the farming focused interviewee said that
Forests Ontario is doing assisted migration trials, such as with Tennessee sourced trees.
Table 4: Tree conservation activities of participant organizations.
Participant:
Place
Position
Western
Planter
Canada
Huron
Municipal
Huron
Arborist

Target aims

Tree activities:
Sourcing

Notes

Timber cultivation.

Mill run nursery.

Emphasis on timber.

County held forests.
Project planting.

Private nurseries.
Private nurseries.
Private & GLP
nurseries.

Strong grant reliance.
Often consultative.
Municipal funding
alleviates cost.
Emphasis on nursery
Private nurseries.
rapport & forecasting.
Regenerative focus. Emphasis on timber.
Private nurseries. Strong grant reliance.

Wellington

Municipal

Project planting.

London

Municipal

Urban forestry.

Dufferin
Essex
ChathamKent

CA
CA

County held forests.
Project planting.

CA

Project planting.

Private nurseries.

Strong grant reliance.

Guelph

Municipal
(×3)

Urban forestry.

Private nurseries.

Strong tender use.

Upper
Thames

CA (×2)

Project planting.

Private nurseries.

Emphasis on nursery
rapport & forecasting.
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4.3.2 3B: How are trees planted?
The tree planter I spoke with said that camps received boxes of 300 trees, and then one by
one, workers put these unplanted trees under the shade. Annually, the tree planting interviewee
said tree planting occurred from spring to fall, prior to snowfall.
Huron County coordinates tree planting with CAs and funds some private-side planting
(Huron, 2014). Huron does not share much tree conservation with CAs. The arborist tries to
work around trees but does not get final say for ensuing day-to-day maintenance. For tree
management plans during construction, the arborist outlines steps, such as protection fencing,
tree removals, or pruning recommendations. The arborist said planting involves a mixture of
hand and machinery. The arborist typically recommends wire baskets for street trees and smaller
container grown stock but does not use soil cells.
GLP can only plant in spring and fall (Wellington, 2008). GLP purportedly planted
approximately 170,000 trees this year and they plant 10,000 potted trees per year (Curry, 2018).
Wellington’s trees along roadsides must be at least 25 metres off the road. GLP plants early
successional trees for roadsides. According to the Wellington interviewee, GLP’s seedlings are
all plugs (12-36-inch seedlings), with 10 in a plastic wrap bundle to hold soil and 50-gallon pots
(~189 litres) for 10-foot trees (3 metres). The Wellington interviewee did not like using bareroot
trees with the volunteers. Moreover, the Wellington interviewee said bareroots create a big shock
for trees, taking up to a year to grow root hairs back and restart general growth. However, the
interviewee said bareroot offers much cheaper upfront costs and may be worth it with high
enough survival. Among the challenges, the Wellington interviewee said deer and other animals
chew on hardwoods. The Wellington interviewee warned that salting gets everywhere, but does
wash out, albeit with rivers taking in much of the salt. For salt alternatives, the Wellington
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interviewee mentioned magnesium and beet juices (Robinson & Thomson, 2015). GLP plants
Norway spruce and white spruce for some harsh conditions.
London purportedly does not use bareroot trees. London now plants 60 millilitre basket
trees, and many naturalization projects are small potted trees (3-5 gallon; ~11-19 litres). The
interviewee recommended Chapter 12 of London’s Design Specifications & Requirement
Manual, titled “Tree Planting and Protection Guidelines” (London, July 2018). The interviewee
emphasized that a 15-page municipal tree plan can efficiently cover what might otherwise be 200
pages. On National Tree Day, London gives away 2,000 trees, while authorities plant trees in
spring and fall. London has a 10-year maintenance cycle for every tree in correspondence to
maintenance guidelines. Most of London’s tree pruning is seasonal (London, July 2018).
The Dufferin respondent wrote that Dufferin County Forest authorities “rely on natural
regeneration” but also carry out the removal of “some hazard trees” and limited maintenance
(Dufferin, n.d.). The Essex respondent wrote that “[l]andowners must have 1 acre [(0.4 hectares)]
and a minimum of 500 trees to be planted to qualify for the program” (ERCA, 2018). ERCA
typically uses seedlings for landowners out of practical limitations (ERCA, 2018). ERCA uses
bareroot trees or plugs, depending upon nursery supplies and biological considerations. Plugs
typically cost more but last better in cold storage. The respondent also wrote that tree giveaways
lack the follow-up tree care effectiveness of staff managed trees, adding that “machine planted
trees” further alleviate the lack of staff training. The respondent wrote that “oak seedlings with
tap roots” face planting challenges for properly orienting planting tasks.
LTVCA’s tree efforts vary by project, but LTVCA mostly plants bareroot (LTVCA,
2004). For tree care, LTVCA typically mulches and prunes public trees. LTVCA sometimes uses
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stakes, protective barriers, and may machine spray trees too. LTVCA carries out annual free tree
pickups for a 1,000 large stock, which typically sell out.
The Guelph forestry interviewee said officials mulch and water their new trees (Guelph,
2012). Guelph only uses pesticides for EAB and that Guelph is trying out soil cell technology.
Guelph purportedly plants all the tree types I mentioned, including bareroot, potted stock, and
wire basket, while some naturalization projects involve smaller potted stock, whips, saplings, and
containers (Guelph, 2012). Guelph uses beaver fences (white wrap) and stakes for some large
trees, with schools using fencing to protect trees from kids. According to the forestry
interviewee, Guelph does not give away trees, but formerly, a TD Green Streets grant subsidized
tree giveaways to private-side tree planting through Water Works (Guelph, 2012).
The UTRCA interviewees said they focus upon bareroot trees and how to sensitively
handle bareroot. The UTRCA interviewees mentioned watering plants, using tarps, cold storage,
and if necessary, the reapplication of herbicide. In contrast to the Wellington interviewee, one of
the UTRCA interviewees said bareroot is no longer dormant within three weeks.
Table 5: Tree planting form factor of participant organizations.
Participant:
Place
Western Canada
Huron
Huron
Wellington
London
Dufferin
Essex
Chatham-Kent
Guelph
Upper Thames

Position
Planter
Municipal
Arborist
Municipal
Municipal
CA
CA
CA
Municipal (×3)
CA (×2)
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Query:
Tree planting form factor
Bundled trees.
Support for CA & private planting.
Mostly basket & potted.
Mostly seedlings plugs & potted.
Potted; basket.
Regenerative focus.
Mostly seedlings (plugs & bareroot).
Mostly bareroot.
Bareroot; basket; potted; soil cell; others.
Mostly bareroot; potted.

4.3.3 3C: How are trees chosen for different sites?
In western Canada, regionally located forestry mills delineate ground conditions, such as
scarified grounds (cleared land), trenches (machine prepared lands), and mounds (holes with
adjacent planting soil). As part of biodiversity targets, the tree planting interviewee said workers
followed species ratios. For example, a tree planter may choose black spruce for a wetland or fur
for an elevated land. The tree planting interviewee would also report sensitive wildlife upon
identification. Moreover, the tree planting interviewee emphasized the sensitivity to Indigenous
communities and the care given to infrastructural concerns, like how roots deteriorate gas lines.
The Huron interviewee emphasized proactive tree incentives with rigid regulations to
affirm conservation. For the other Huron based interviewee, the arborist has worked on
parklands and school grounds. Sites vary, but the arborist emphasized soil and site priorities. The
arborist said the job demands mostly planting on public lands, especially municipal right-ofways or eventual lands for municipal ownership, so salt build-up is a common consideration. As
an example of a more elaborate set up, the arborist said that with allotted wire basket planting,
trees have greater seasonal flexibility.
GLP does workshops on where to plant (Wellington, 2008). This interviewee asks people
about what is already growing to choose what trees to plant and if necessary, mow competing
grass for a 3-year window before grass re-establishes. The Wellington interviewee said
evergreens may cause problems because they drop the snow on the highway. According to the
Wellington interviewee, GLP does not plant blue spruce, but mentioned that European larch and
Norway spruce are the only non-native GLP planted trees. The interviewee added that Norway
spruce only has 25 years in this area and that only a small part of Wellington is Carolinian.
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According to the Wellington interviewee, the MNRF modeling shows that James Bay will be
Carolinian by 2070. Moreover, the Wellington interviewee said oceans buffer the effects of
climate change leading to a delayed impression of climatic severity (Simms & Murphy, 2005).
London’s officials review plans for any development and try to ensure proper tree care
(London, July 2018). The interviewee said London also performs annual guideline reviews.
London’s trees must follow setbacks (London, July 2018). London has an urban agriculture
strategy. As part of this approach, London’s officials plant fruit and nut trees on a case-by-case
basis (London, July 2018). London typically focuses on lower branching trees to maintain sight
visibility (London, July 2018). London targets low canopy zip codes. According to the
interviewee, 89% of London’s tree planting opportunities are on private lands, while London is
set to exhaust public options within the next 5 to 10 years (London, 2017b). Although the
London interviewee was unsure about the City’s salting, the interviewee mentioned that a couple
other workplaces used pickle as a salt alternative. London also mitigates soil harm for new tree
planting with compost.
When choosing sites for planting, the Essex respondent wrote that the ERCA considers
environmental features, landowner requests, nursery supply constraints, and typically avoids
infrastructure. For instance, the respondent wrote that the ERCA does windbreaks, roadside
planting, agricultural fields, in parks, and other efforts.
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said that LTVCA plants mostly on private land but
acknowledged that TD wants public-side planting because they want accessible trees, so sites
vary by project. The Chatham-Kent interviewee said that if LTVCA does their site visit and
plants early enough, then trees should survive well. Although private landholders do not publicly
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detail all of their infrastructure, LTVCA uses the Ontario One Call system for public
infrastructure.
According to the forestry interviewee, Guelph does not do much private-side tree
planting. For development, the forestry interviewee mentioned the Clair-Maltby area as a
planned area that must follow outlined tree bylaws (Guelph, 2017). The forestry interviewee
heard of a beet-based application as a salt alternative but did not confirm that Guelph uses this.
As a groundwater-based municipality, the City Hall interviewees stressed that reducing Guelph’s
salt is more important for their water than trees (Guelph, 2009). Both City Hall interviewees
mentioned the importance of placement, such as planting near swales (Guelph, 2009). Guelph
employs a groundwater protection team and asks developers for salt management plans (Guelph,
2009). For trees, the City Hall interviewees said that Guelph officials consider salt resilience.
Guelph’s technical tree manual describes tree offsets, but that intensification has pushed streets
closer to trees. Given the urban challenges, the City Hall interviewees said that Guelph uses soil
cell systems to ensure enough soil (Guelph, 2012). The City Hall interviewees also emphasized
that soil helps rivers flow and moderate stormwater (Guelph, 2018). One City Hall interviewee
mentioned that the tree in front of Guelph’s City Hall currently cost $30,000, up from $500 10
years ago, but that for this tree system to last 50 years rather than only 7 years, its benefits are
worth the expense.
The farming focused UTRCA interviewee stressed the struggle to find planting sites.
Although the respective UTRCA program planted a quarter million trees 20 years ago, the
program has steadily planted only 40,000-50,000 trees each year over the last 10 years. However,
this interviewee referred to a plan to double tree planting numbers. The other UTRCA
interviewee mentioned riparian lands as target sites for planting.
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4.3.4 3D: How are the tree focused operations conducted?
The tree planting interviewee said mills take care of more technical details but train staff
for emergency situations. From the tree planting interviewee’s experience, workers held
emergency medical roles, with such tools as an emergency transportation vehicle (ETV).
Huron County does consultation for the Morris Tract Provincial Nature Reserve but does
not manage these lands (Bowles, 1999). The arborist said that the work schedule is not seasonal
but fall and spring are the busiest times. However, sites without snowfall are easier to grade,
while butternut health assessment are only in the summer. Trees typically get a 2-year warranty
for tree survival and replacement. Moreover, this arborist described carrying out initial
inspections and then having follow-up inspections done by others. During these opportunities,
the arborist checks for well known issues. Although this arborist said that the job does not lead to
much post-monitoring, the interviewee described replanting trees under warranty, with CAs
taking on more long-term interests. Although this arborist does not use GIS, this arborist works
with GIS developed plans and has a drone, which can do aerial photographs for site plans. For
other tree related software, this arborist uses AutoCAD and a mobile GPS app which gives
coordinates. The arborist also works on a lot of tree management plans but said that composition
percentages are rare. Among the measurements, the arborist uses DBH at 1.3 metres from the
base of trees. The arborist has worked with the MTO yet has not went to the OMB (now LPAT).
Although this arborist is not a tree climber, the arborist acknowledged the danger of tree
climbing. Furthermore, this arborist said that some parts of the job still pose dangers, such as
isolated inventorying, so this arborist carries professional liability insurance.
In Wellington, GLP uses potted trees and gives out seedlings (Churkina et al., 2015). The
Wellington interviewee said over 80% of trees can survive if cared for. On good years, the
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Wellington interviewee said over two-thirds of GLP’s tree survive, but this can get as low as a
quarter survival during bad years. Within Wellington, Elora has citizen pruners (Woolwich,
2018). Hydro encourages people to call before they dig for infrastructural concerns
(Guelph/Eramosa, 2012).
The London interviewee said the City now uses LIDAR for higher precision canopy
measurements in place of the former 3-band imagery. The interviewee said London renamed its
emerging threat modeling UFORE study as i-Tree Eco. London completes i-Tree Eco every 5
years, but the interviewee felt 10 years would more practically serve their efforts. London often
interacts with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) for pest control. London carries out
woodland management and special development projects (London, 2014). The interviewee said
London’s single tree protection bylaw protects against some ownership turnover (London,
2017b). However, the London interviewee said the tree protection bylaw exempts normal farm
practices (Montpetit, 2002). Rather than cut down trees, the interviewee said that tree care
companies do a lot more pruning now. The interviewee said London also checks if a woodlot has
a tree management plan. As part of London’s urban forestry focus for asset management, the
interviewee said that for events, London’s Parks & Natural Areas Planning and Design, Parks
Operations bought decompaction mats 2-3 years ago to protect roots, like using floating wheels
to help distribute weight.
For Dufferin, the interviewee said that all County Forests use GIS mapping. The uppertier municipal staff monitor for “pests and diseases” with additional help “from the provincial
insect and disease program” but that the Dufferin County Forest does not do much work with
provincial ministries (Dufferin, n.d.). The Essex respondent wrote that the ERCA monitors
survival after a year, two years, and five-year increments, in addition to periodic checkups.
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ERCA replants if survival rates go under 70% (ERCA, 2018). ERCA also uses GIS for mapping
sites and informing staff (ERCA, 2018). According to the respondent, the ERCA uses GPS to
guide tractors and space tree rows. ERCA mows a few times between trees each year for 3-5
years, with landowners carrying out this work on private properties (ERCA, 2018). The ERCA
typically sprays tree rows to control competitive pressures in the first couple years and
sometimes, the third year too.
The Chatham-Kent interviewee said the LTVCA does not do much contract work, but
that the MTO contracts out its planting, amounting to approximately 10,000 trees per year. When
the LTVCA does survival assessments, staff members check for certain outbreak indicators, but
the LTVCA does not carry out planned monitoring. For LTVCA’s grants, an appraiser may look
at 5% of their projects in the spring as part of an audit process, then in late summer or fall, the
LTVCA will get invoices for their funding. LTVCA typically gets trees in mid-April, for which
staff members sort into cold storage. According to the interviewee, the LTVCA prefers not
planting in June because of the heat. Furthermore, the LTVCA has a project database, which
includes maps, polygons, and tree planting description, but not DBH.
The Guelph forestry interviewee said Guelph uses GIS (Guelph, 2012). Guelph focuses
on low-impact development, like outlining storm management and other factors (Guelph, 2018).
The forestry interviewee highly recommended their Urban Design Manual (Guelph, November
2017). Guelph includes amenity space requirements, landscaping requirements, but not canopy
requirements. Guelph tries to replace downed trees, but that Guelph does not account for any
trees on City owned property. Under a Guelph bylaw, the forestry interviewee said that people
need a permit to remove ≥10 cm trees on private properties larger than 0.2 hectares. Guelph’s
Urban Forestry team plants trees and grinds stumps in the spring and fall, while removing trees
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in the winter. Guelph’s urban forestry has set aside pruning activities given their EAB challenges
(Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). Furthermore, the forestry interviewee mentioned that staff are
removing many buckthorns right now (Guelph, 2012).
The City Hall interviewees said EAB spread across Guelph before ending its damage
(Scarr, Ryall, & Hodge, 2012). Guelph’s urban foresters mark trees for downing, with tree
planting having little correspondence to downed trees. Although Guelph’s Urban Forestry tries to
plant trees, the City is currently focusing on hazard trees, like ash or infrastructurally problematic
trees (Guelph, 2012). The City Hall interviewees said staff remove trees in the winter so that the
frozen ground helps reduce woodland impacts. According to the City Hall interviewees, Guelph
typically asks people to use tree protection fencing 1-metre past the dripline, with Standard B
Specifications illustrating these standards. Furthermore, Guelph has a Preliminary Ecological
Land Classification, with Vegetation Community Mapping being a provincial tool for
characterizing forest composition (Guelph, 2009). Guelph performs 1-year follow-up survival
studies for site plans and 2-year follow-up survival studies for subdivisions (Guelph, 2012). The
City Hall interviewees also said Guelph’s Forestry inventories street and park trees in GIS
(Guelph, 2012). If residents want to learn if a given tree is private or public, Guelph’s tree
maintenance schedules are available online (Guelph, 2012).
The UTRCA interviewees said tree clearing has led to much loss. Although the UTRCA
uses GIS, along with their own GIS Department, one of the interviewees wanted to use more GIS
(Brick, 2013; UTRCA, 2018). As an aside, the interviewees said the UTRCA does aerial
photography every 5 years or so. From this work, the interviewees said that the UTRCA
surprised local municipalities by illustrating the extent of forest loss. The farming focused
interviewee said that under the program, the UTRCA communicates with farmers and the MNRF
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to identify infections. Although the UTRCA interviewees said that tree stakes are too costly for
large scale reforestation, they mentioned using stakes for some bigger trees. According to the
UTRCA interviewees, the recent lack of a shoulder seasonal period has meant that tree
operations go from summer to winter, having both interviewees planting on and digging around
Halloween. The farming focused UTRCA interviewee does plant on April 1st though. Both
UTRCA interviewees said they aim to finish by the long May weekend. Despite concentrating
bareroot planting in the spring, one of the UTRCA interviewees said that more potted trees from
the nursery prompted the communal program to plant later in September with a little in October
and to a smaller extent, in November as well.
Table 6: Purported mapping management resources among participant organizations.
Participant:
Place
Western Canada
Huron
Huron
Wellington
London
Dufferin
Essex
Chatham-Kent
Guelph
Upper Thames

Position
Planter
Municipal
Arborist
Municipal
Municipal
CA
CA
CA
Municipal (×3)
CA (×2)
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Query:
Mapping management notes
GPS app.
County held forest inventory; studies.
GPS app; drone; uses GIS plans.
Studies.
Inventory; studies.
County held forest inventory.
Partial inventory; GPS; GIS.
Unclear.
City held forest inventory; GIS.
Site inventories; GIS.

5. Discussion
5.1 Capacity Implications
I found tree conservation frameworks comparable between different organizations. Table
7 summarizes the key tree conservation strategies, based upon literary materials and the
participants. Although Table 7 includes all participants, readers should not interpret this as a
grade, especially given the differing roles between participants and organizations. For instance,
the tree planter and arborist worked within specialized conservation functions. Other differences
exist between municipalities and CAs. For tree conservation impact: ‘outreach’ includes
educational or communal activities; ‘planting’ involves either in-house or collaborative tree
planting; ‘ecosystem’ considerations denote concerted environmental efforts beyond trees;
‘retention’ consists of tree protection policies and long-term conservation tools; and ‘advisory’
consists of consultation or instructional resources.
Only Wellington received a full outreach mark because of GLP’s educational and
volunteer activities (Table 7). I gave partial planting marks for utilitarian site plantings, and full
marks for broad proactive planting. Whether from right-of-way contentions, disorganized urban
sprawl, or other issues, I did not give any full ecosystem marks. At most, ecosystems were an
afterthought to other priorities, but I gave partial ecosystem marks for efforts like protective tree
equipment or low-impact development approaches. I excluded basic tree upkeep from marks
because many organizations regularly perform some level of tree activities without appreciably
fulfilling conservation. Without municipal policies to protect local tree conservation, I gave
Chatham-Kent and Essex County no marks for retention. Despite admirable efforts by ChathamKent’s LTVCA, the local municipalities do not adequately support tree conservation. Inadequate
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funds hurt career prospects and hence, job security. Minimal long-term funds limit tree
conservation to site-by-site projects. I gave partial retention marks for forest protection though.
However, several participants described their organization’s insufficient staffing, like bylaw
officers in charge of areas well over an hour’s drive. I also gave partial advisory marks to
organizations that pursue advisory roles, yet lack staff or comprehensive advisory functions.
With greater resources, the urban municipalities of Guelph and London more readily offered
advisory services (Table 7). Impressively, the rural municipality of Wellington County tied the
total tallies of Guelph and London at 8 each. Despite a smaller tax base, Wellington’s GLP
benefits from broad proactive support. In contrast, internal bickering and insufficient capacity
hurt Chatham-Kent and Essex County.
Table 7: Tree conservation strategies among participant work environments.
Participant:
Place
Position Outreach
Western
Planter
No.
Canada
Huron Municipal Partial.
Huron
Arborist
No.
Wellington Municipal
Yes.
London Municipal Partial.
Dufferin
CA
Partial.
Essex
CA
Partial.
ChathamCA
Partial.
Kent
Municipal
Guelph
Partial.
(×3)
Upper
CA (×2)
Partial.
Thames

Tree conservation impact:
Planting Ecosystem Retention

Tally:
Advisory N:0 P:1 Y:2

Yes.

Partial.

Partial.

No.

4

Partial.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Partial.
Partial.

Partial.
Partial.
Partial.
Partial.
Partial.
No.

Partial.
Partial.
Partial.
Yes.
Partial.
No.

Partial.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
No.
No.

5
6
8
8
4
2

Partial.

No.

No.

No.

2

Yes.

Partial.

Yes.

Yes.

8

Yes.

Partial.

Partial.

Partial.

6

Among the communities I looked at, I heard of creative cost approaches, such as
collaborating with local organizations or using volunteer opportunities. Grants can make up for
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some short funding, but grants come with greater uncertainties and do not necessarily address
longer-term aims. Likewise, with fewer people and less expertise, municipalities must simplify
their expectations. Disagreements persist over the benefits of free tree giveaways or cost-sharing
models. The Wellington interviewee differed from some others by emphasizing the time aspect
of buy-in rather than money. Free trees may lower barriers to entry, but some buy-in may foster
emotional investment. Nevertheless, both arguments suggest that putting all the costs onto
citizens would hurt engagement, especially with attached paperwork. The lack of a tree bylaw
makes trees vulnerable to quick and irresponsible actions. When the Provincial Government
instructs municipalities or CAs, Provincial Officials should justify their reasons and
expectations.
Multiple organizations struggle to find planting spaces (Douglas, 2016). Given how the
Ontario Government has downloaded many tasks to municipalities without clarifying capacity
considerations, several participants criticized the Provincial Government’s lack of guidance.
Municipalities sometimes project plans decades into the future to better account for uncertainties,
like staff turnovers (Brampton, 2011; Wellington, 2018a). The province could mandate
environmental stewardship within public schooling and municipal outreach.
The other critical part of capacity is organization. Many urban municipalities hold an
advantage over rural municipalities in their ability to develop an urban forest management plan
(Douglas, 2016; Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). Municipalities can use urban forest management
plans as the basis for improving upon their efforts (Ordóñez & Duinker, 2013). Municipal
departments can help one another through communication. For example, I heard municipal road
departments change their salting practices.
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Although more proactive tree management alleviates some conservation problems, trees
still pose sensitive challenges as organisms (Almas & Conway, 2017; Ordóñez & Duinker,
2013). Despite Chatham-Kent’s comparatively permissive tree policies, many residents still
rejected a proposed tree conservation bylaw. Some participants cited Chatham-Kent’s
agricultural traditions, but others said politicians use this excuse to forgo their responsibilities. In
contrast, the municipal forester for Guelph said that the City’s vocal opposition argues that
Guelph does not do enough. Whether urban or rural, most participants described monitoring and
enforcement as complaint-based. However, I was surprised to see how municipal tree
conservation can cope without monitoring or enforcement. Even still, municipal tree
conservation needs suitable expertise and finances. Fortunately, many aspects of tree
conservation are scalable.
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6. Conclusions
6.1 Deliberation
Long ago, people took comfort in assuming we could not endanger the world’s
ecosystems, just as people say we cannot affect the climate. For decades, people have known that
no land is untouched, and selectively neglecting spaces does not change this (Homer-Dixon,
1991). If protected areas amount to leftover lands, we should question the sincerity of our longterm conservation (Homer-Dixon, 1991). As urbanization expands around the globe, the role of
local conservation becomes more paramount (Almas, 2017; Galarraga, Gonzalez‐ Eguino, &
Markandya, 2011; Jim, 1998). However, municipalities contend with tight financial and work
constraints (Brampton, 2011; Wellington, 2012). Sometimes, the Provincial Government
introduces legislation that may help or hinder these efforts (Brampton, 2011; London, 2014).
Outdated information makes decision making a speculative task (Conway, 2016). Although
several cities promote a holistic integration of actors and evidence, policies still lack consensus
(Brampton, 2011; Burlington, 2010). Rather than take comfort in ignoring distressed areas to
protect cherished lands, we must recognize this as a fantasy.

6.2 Further Research
Given scheduling difficulties, such as the municipal elections, I relaxed my procedures to
include a broader array of individuals, albeit no politicians. I did not directly examine ecosystem
wellbeing or survey the public. I focused on portions of Southern Ontario. Although I strove for
ethical transparency, I am still vulnerable to the biases of myself and others. As a child, I took
part in GLP, which left a lasting positive impression upon my outlook.
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Although my research applies to Southern Ontario, I did not comprehensively consider
other parts of the world. Researchers could further explore how overlapping operations between
municipalities, CAs, and private bodies could complement one another. It may be worthwhile to
further examine a rural-urban comparison of policy (Almas, 2017; Hissa, 2016). Researchers
could study how municipal structure and budgetary factors affect the handling of tree initiatives.
Researchers could also investigate how economies of scale affect capacity across Ontario’s tree
conservation.

6.3 Recommendations for Municipalities
Upper-tier and single-tier municipalities must recognize their authority role in tree
conservation (Brampton, 2011). Lower-tier municipalities have less reach, while CAs primarily
focus on watershed issues (Tschirhart, 2002). However, upper-tier and single-tier municipalities
have the authority to pursue policies over larger populaces and do so without some of the lowertier restrictions (Fitzgibbon & Summers, 2002). Before committing to any big expenses,
municipalities should seek consultation for the creation of a forest management plan (Ordóñez &
Duinker, 2013). For funding distribution, municipalities should ensure long-term resources for
their main operations, including infrastructure, equipment, and a steady workforce, while
recognizing grants as more project oriented. Given the difficulties of monitoring, enforcement
should instead concentrate on prominent issues, like landholders illegally clearing many trees.
For stewardship activities, both municipalities and CAs should research local efforts,
especially for collaboration. Interested communities may seek platforms for complementary
opportunities. For example, municipalities can encourage stewardship by subsidizing tree costs
or organizing community events. Governments should also minimize bureaucratic interactions
with the public. Where applicable, officials provide reference to bylaws and advisory guidelines.
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Whether private or public, tree planting initiatives should foster working relations with their
nursery counterparts so that nurseries can optimize their supply years in advance. Otherwise,
municipalities could get a rushed supply, pay a premium for short notice, or miss supply
altogether. Municipalities do not need a contract or formal dialogue to inform nurseries with
forecasted demand. For further aid, tree planting initiatives can use tree accessories, like stakes
and protective barriers.
Although municipalities may over-emphasize quotas, the habit of outlining milestones
helps keep tree conservation efforts on track. As an exercise, future projections help
municipalities determine resource allocation and revenue streams. While salt alternatives exist
for roadsides, the best solution for mitigating tree damage may simply be diligent training and
management (Robinson & Thomson, 2015; Trahan & Peterson, 2008). If a municipality
repeatedly struggles with local politics, then provincial policy changes may be necessary to
ensure minimum protection standards and affordable tree sourcing. Cooperative efforts between
organizations can contribute to refining provincial policies.

6.4 Concluding Thoughts
Although grassroot initiatives achieve valiant efforts, the most effective tree conservation
benefits from everyone, including municipalities, working together. No matter how ambitious a
CA’s tree conservation may be, CAs simply cannot cover some municipal functions.
Municipalities hold an intimate role as the most local form of government. Municipalities can
incentivize behaviour, work with others, perform tasks themselves, or bear the consequences of
doing nothing. Many opportunities exist for place-based tree conservation. Governments should
accept their responsibilities and act sincerely.
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APPENDIX
Interview Questions
Bulleted questions are probing questions that I ask if an interviewee does not address the points. Italicized
questions are for my reference during the interviews, but I do not ask these as presented below. I ordered
the questions as intended for the interviews.
1. Universal questions (for A: What is the rationale behind the tree program?
everyone)
 How did the tree program begin?
 What priorities guide the municipal tree program?
 Are natural resources, the environment, or climate change addressed
in municipal planning documents? If so, are these documents
available?
 Ask about flexibility of the initiative; considerations like storm
management.
 Ask about quotas; green infrastructure; budget limits; political
considerations; short-term strategy versus long-term strategy.
B: Who manages the tree focused operations?
 Tell me about your role.
 How does the municipality track the various costs of its tree
operations?
 Ask about costs for planting, maintenance, ecosystem considerations
beyond trees, landscape features, second-order effects.
 Who plants the trees?
 Ask about department; tree pick ups; private planting.
 What are the partnerships or lack thereof with departments, NGOs,
private entities, municipalities, or other organizations?
C: What could governments at various levels do to help tree efforts in your
area?
 How might a future carbon pricing plan affect local tree planting and
protection?
 How might municipalities increase collaboration with other
organizations?
2. Policy (for all public
A: What are the policy barriers at various levels of government?
officials)
 What is the role of land use planning?
 Are there individual tree specific bylaws or processes in place? If so,
what are these?
 How does enforcement of tree bylaws work for your municipality?
 Is there a tree inventory? If so, is the tree inventory publicly
accessible or used to aid interested parties?
B: What has the public uptake been like for the local tree program?
 What is the program’s role in educating the public?
 What are the ways of garnering public attention?
 How may demographics, like age range, and household income,
factor into the operations of the tree program?
 How is ownership turnover of privately held trees considered?
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3. Operations (for
managers, directors, and
arborists of tree efforts)

Ask about citizen support; volunteer events; personable
engagement/outreach; online presence; printed media; public
billboards or flyers; door-to-door or one-on-one presence.
C: How is funding ensured for tree focused efforts?
 How are resources allocated for the tree program in comparison to
other departments and within the tree program?
 Is there encouragement for specific actions like private-side tree
planting?
 Ask about tax base; grants; cost-share programs; discounts;
voucher/coupon systems; adopt-a-tree efforts; other support.
A: Where are the trees sourced?
 Ask about on-site nursery; seed factory.
 What is the tree selection process for choosing tree species and types
to plant?
B: How are trees planted?
 Could you speak to factors of consideration when choosing between
planting seeds, bareroot, potted trees, or plugs?
 What is the effectiveness of giving away trees versus the
municipality planting trees themselves?
 Ask about if trees are given for free or cost money.
C: How are trees chosen for different sites?
 How are site specific realities considered?
 Ask about salting; moisture; soil texture; shade.
 What measures are taken for roots and branches with respect to
infrastructure, whether before or after?
 Ask about planting on parks versus roadsides.
D: How are the tree focused operations conducted?
 Are downed trees replaced/supplanted by one or more new tree
plantings?
 How are GIS, tree canopy assessments and emerging technologies
incorporated?
 How does the program monitor for pests or diseases?
 What is the schedule for seasonally-based tree
planting/maintenance?
 Ask about relation with ministries.
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